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ABSTRACT 
Parent-Child Interaction Variables 
Related to the Moral Reasoning 
of High School Senior Males 
by 
Bruce R. Johns, Doctor of Philosophy 
Utah State University, 1984 
Major Professor: Dr. Keith T. Checketts 
Psychology Department: 
The purpose of the study was to examine the 
relationship of parent-child interaction variables to moral 
reasoning and to identify those variables that best predict 
moral reasoning. 
Subjects were 51 high scho6l senior males and their 
parents from intact families. Parents and sons completed 
separate questionnaires designed to measure the following 
variables: moral reasoning, induction, power-assertion, 
love-withdrawal, authoritarian attitudes, intrusiveness, 
support, communication, socio-economic status and academic 
achievement. The instruments used to measure these 
variables were the Defining Issues Test, Parent-Child 
Relationship II Questionnaire, Child-Rearing Questionnaire, 
Child-Rearing Practices Report, Traditional Family Ideology 
vii 
Scale, the Two Factor Index of Socio-Economic Status, a set 
of conununication items, and a self-report measure of 
findings were discussed in terms of future research 
Correlations were computed between sons' moral 
reasoning and all other variables. Multiple regression with 
forward inclusion was computed to identify those variables 
which best predict sons' moral reasoning. 
Socio-economic status was the only variable that, by 
itself, was found significantly related to sons' moral 
reasoning. However, a combination of eight variables was 
found to account for 51 percent of the variance in sons' 
moral reasoning. The variables are: socio-economic status, 
mothers' moral reasoning, fathers' maintenance of boundaries 
(overprotection), mothers control of sex and aggression 
(authoritarian attitudes), mothers' power-assertion, 
fathers' love withdrawal, fathers' moral reasoning and 
mothers' love withdrawal. Based on these results, it was 
concluded that parent-child interaction are related to sons' 
moral reasoning. 
Parents who were able to step outside of traditional 
gender roles while interacting with and disciplining their 
children were more likely to have morally advanced sons. 
Parents' levels of moral reasoning were found to be 
important predictors of 
findings were discussed 
possibilities. 
sons' moral 
in terms of 
reasoning. These 
future research 
(112 pages) 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the foreword to his book, Thomas Lickona (1976) 
points out the need to promote moral development. He 
suggests that in the wake of such tragedies as Auschwitz, 
Mei Lei, and Watergate, the need to understand and promote 
moral development becomes apparent. Finding effective ways 
to facilitate such development is a challenge that has 
received increasing attention. Theories of moral 
development have stimulated research which has, in turn, 
increased our understanding of how we develop as moral human 
beings. 
Cognitive developmental theory 
moral development by 
The theory states 
Piaget (1932) 
that cognitive 
has been applied to 
and Kohlberg (1969). 
development is a 
prerequisite of moral development. Both cognitive and moral 
development are viewed as systematic, orderly movements from 
simple structure to more complex, integrated structures of 
cognition or morality (Schell & Hall, 1983). 
Piaget (1932) divided moral development into two 
overlapping stages. Heteronomous morality, also called 
objective morality, places v~lue on obedience to authority 
and involves absolute, concrete thinking. 
unchangeable and transgressions are 
Rules are seen as 
believed to be 
consistently punished. Autonomous morality or subjective 
morality recognizes 
agreement, are relative, 
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that rules are formed by social 
and are changeable. What is right 
is defined in terms of fairness, justice, intentions, and 
interpersonal agreements. Autonomous morality develops out 
of cooperative peer relationships according to Piaget. 
Kohlberg has broken down moral development into six 
stages (Kohlberg, 1976). These stages progress in invariant 
sequence from an egocentric perspective to a perspective 
based on universal principles of equality and justice. 
Movement from one level of moral reasoning to the next is 
facilitated when one is confronted with a level of moral 
reasoning above one's own. This creates a cognitive 
disequilibrium which requires that this advanced moral 
thought be integrated into the child's moral reasoning 
process. Kohlberg suggests that this disequilibrium and 
synthesis is promoted by pee~ interaction, opportunity for 
moral decision-making, moral dialogue, and role-taking. 
Since both Piaget and Kohlberg have emphasized the 
importance of 
process, it 
peer relationships in the moral 
is understandable that much of 
development 
the moral 
development research has 
schools in facilitating 
focused on the roles of peers and 
moral development (see Mosher, 
1980). However, increasing attention is being given to the 
role of the family in moral development. Boyce and Jensen 
(1978) suggest that the family can be as effective or more 
effective than the school or peer group in promoting moral 
3 
development. They contend that it is the experience of 
equality and reciprocity, not peer interaction itself, which 
promotes moral maturity. The critical element is social 
interaction based on mutual respect. 
Although much can be accomplished through 
effective classroom experiences, it still 
cannot duplicate the moment-to-moment immediacy 
of family decision making nor construct the 
profound in-depth network of interpersonal 
relationships with which morality is so 
concerned. For this reason, it seems that, 
whenever possible, efforts to promote 
children's moral autonomy should be undertaken 
by the family. (Boyce & Jensen, 1978, p.165) 
Several studies have been conducted to investigate the 
relationship between family interaction variables and 
children's moral reasoning. Researchers have attempted to 
establish how children's moral development relates to: 
parent discipline styles, authoritarian attitudes, parental 
support, family communication patterns, parental 
involvement, and parents' moral development. Tables 1 and 2 
summarize this literature. The research findings are 
categorized under the following headings: induction, 
power-assertion, love-withdrawal, authoritarian attitudes, 
support, intrusiveness, communication, and parents' moral 
reasoning. While parents' moral reasoning is not a direct 
form of parent-child interaction per se, it is included for 
two reasons. First, consistently parents' moral reasoning 
has been found related to moral development (Haan, Langer & 
Kohlberg, 1976; Holstein, 1972; Peterson, 1976). Second, 
Table 1 
Results of Previous Studies Investigating the Relationship 
Between Mother-Child Interaction Variables and Moral Development 
Power Love Author- Mother's 
Induc- Asser- With- itarian Intru- Commu- Moral 
Studies tion tion drawal Attitudes sueeort siveness nication Reasoning 
Hoffman & Sal- + 
-
0 + 
tzstein (1967) 
Shoffeitt (1971) + - - 0 + 
Peterson (1976) 0 + 
-
+ 0 + 
Nevius (1977) 0 0 0 
Olejnik (1980) + 
-
0 
Haan, Smith + 
-
-
0 
& Block (1968) 
Supkoff (1976) 0 
Dalrymple (1981) 
- 0 
Leahy (1981) 
- - 0 + -
Johnson (1980) 
- + - + 0 
Lydiat (1974 l -(p) 0 (p) - (p) +(pl 
Speidell (1977) - (p) 
Buck (1975) +(p) 
Holstein (1972) + (p) + 
Haan, Langer & + 
Kohl berg (1976) 
+ = Positive relationship, - = Negative relationship, 0 • No significant relationship 
(p) = Parents were treated as a single unit. Mothers' scores were not specified. 
~ 
Table 2 
Results of Previous Studies Investigating the Relationship 
Between Father-Child Interaction Variables and Moral Development 
Studies 
Hoffman & Sal-
tzstein (1967) 
Induc-
tion 
-0-
Shoffeitt (1971) + 
Peterson (1976) 
Haan, Smith 
& Block (1968) 
Supkoff (1976) 
Dalrymple (1981) 
Leahy (1981) 
Johnson (1980) 
Lydiat (1974) 
Oliker (1979) 
Speidell (1977) 
Buck (1975) 
Holstein (1972) 
Haan, Langer & 
Kohlberg (1976) 
0 
0 
Power 
Asser-
tion 
-0-
0 
+ 
0 
+ 
0 
0 
Love 
With-
drawal 
0 
0 
Author-
itarian 
Attitudes 
-(p) 
- (p) 
Support 
0 
0 
+ 
0 
0 
+ 0 
0(p) 
0 
Intru-
siveness 
0 
0 
0 
- (p) 
Commu-
nication 
+ 0 
+(p) 
+(p) 
+(p) 
Father•s 
Horal 
Reasoning 
+ 
+ 
0 + 
+ 
+ = Positive relationship, - = Negative relationship, 0 = No significant relationship 
(p) = Parents were treated as a single unit. Fathers' scores were not specified. 
(.J1 
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morally advanced parents have been found to interact with 
their children differently than do less advanced parents 
(Peterson, 1976; Olejnik, 1980}. 
A major purpose for investigating the relationship 
between moral development and parent-child interaction is 
to identify those parent-child interaction variables that 
are most vital to moral development. 
can then be developed which test 
Experimental studies 
whether intervention 
programs which facilitate those interactions, do in fact 
promote moral development. 
Statement of the Problem 
While some headway has been made toward identifying 
those parent-child interaction variables which are most 
vital to moral developm~nt, few firm conclusions can be 
reached. One problem that stands in the way of reaching 
this objective is the inconsistencies and contradictions 
which exist in the literature. 
Tables 1 and 2 show that there is some agreement 
between studies regarding how moral development relates to 
parent-child interaction. These tables also show that there 
are many inconsistencies as well. In some studies, 
variables have been found positively related to moral 
reasoning, while in other studies insignificant or negative 
7 
relationships have been found. A more 
of these studies, the instruments 
complete description 
used and the results 
obtained are presented in the next chapter. 
Another problem exists that makes 
to identify which parent-child interaction 
most vital to moral development. There 
it difficult 
variables are 
is little 
information available about how one parent-child variable 
relates to moral development compared to another. Such 
information is necessary in order to identify those 
variables which 
identifying the 
can best predict moral development. By 
best predictor variables, family 
intervention programs that focus on those variables can be 
developed. Such programs may be helpful in facilitating 
moral development. 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to make comparisons of 
variables across studies. Differences in samples and 
research designs make it meaningless to compare correlations 
between studies. For example, if parental support showed a 
correlation of .45 with moral reasoning in one study, and 
parent-child communication correlated .27 with moral 
reasoning in another study, we could not conclude that 
parental support is more strongly related to moral reasoning 
than is communication. Such direct comparisons require that 
the variables be assessed within the same study. 
8 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to re-examine parent-child 
interaction variables previously examined in the extant 
literature, in order to clarify how they relate to moral 
development. By assessing several parent-child variables 
on a single sample it will be possible to make comparisons 
between variables regarding how they relate to moral 
reasoning and determine the best combination to predict 
moral reasoning. Studies can then be developed to test 
whether family intervention programs which facilitate those 
parent-child interactions do, 
reasoning. 
in fact, promote moral 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
9 
The following chapter will present a brief introduction 
to the cognitive developmental theory of moral reasoning and 
will provide an extensive review of the literature regarding 
how moral development relates to parent-child interaction. 
Before proceeding it should be noted that the terms "moral 
development" and "moral reasoning" are used interchangeably 
in the literature and will be used interchangeably in this 
paper. 
Piaget's C~gnitive Developmental Theory 
Piaget (1932) was one of the first to identify a 
developmental in moral reasoning. His cognitive-
a universal, sequential 
of moral development which is dependent on and 
trend 
theory describes developmental 
process 
parallel to intellectual development. Piaget believed moral 
development progressed from heteronomous morality to 
autonomous morality. Heteronomous morality involves 
absolute thinking and obedience to authority. As moral 
development progresses, children move toward moral autonomy. 
This kind of thinking allows for relativism rather than 
absolutism and internal self-control rather than external 
authoritarian control. 
10 
Piaget stressed the importance of social relationships 
in the development of moral reasoning. He hypothesized two 
extreme forms of interpersonal relations. The first, 
constraint, is characterized by attempts to control the 
child. Such control curtails autonomous thought. The child 
is not encouraged to think for himself but is expected to 
submit to others' edict~. Constraint can also involve 
intrusiveness. In this case, others become overly involved 
in running the child's life. The child learns to depend on 
those around him rather than on himself. Constraint is 
hypothesized to retard the child's moral development. 
The other extreme hypothesized by Piaget is 
cooperation. Cooperation encourages moral maturity by 
fostering independent thought and action. It requires 
treating children as equals. Piaget believed that children 
were more likely to experience cooperation in peer groups 
rather than in families. He believed parents were more 
likely to use constraint than cooperation in dealing with 
their children. 
Kohlberg's Moral Development Stages 
Kohl berg (1976), build i-ng on the theoretical 
foundations laid by Piaget, breaks down moral development 
into six specific stages which are based on social 
perspective. These stages progress developmentally from an 
11 
egocentric view (stage 1) to moral reasoning based on the 
adoption of universal ethical principles (stage 6) • 
Kohlberg's moral development stages are listed below. 
Level I Preconventional Morality 
This is the level of most children under 9, some 
adolescents, and many adolescent and adult criminal 
offenders. Rules and social expectations are external to 
the person rather than internalized. Value is placed in 
physical acts and needs rather than in social standards. 
Stage 1 Heteronomous Morality. This stage is 
characterized by an egocentric viewpoint which doesn't 
recognize or consider the views and interests of others. 
11 Right 11 consists of avoiding punishment and obeying rules 
backed by negative consequences. 
Stage 2 Individualism, Instrumental Purpose and 
Exchange. A concrete individualistic perspective is adopted 
at this stage. Others are recognized as having interests 
which may conflict with ones own. "Right" is acting to meet 
one's own needs and interests and letting others do the 
same. "Right is what is fair or agreed upon. 
Level II Conventional Morality 
This is the level of most adolescents and adults. The 
person identifies himself with or internalizes the rules and 
expectations of others, especially authorities. 
Stage 3 Mutual Interpersonal Expectations, 
Relationships and Interpersonal Conformity. A person at 
this stage recognizes the inter-relationship of self to 
others. Social feelings, agreements, and expectations take 
precedence over individual interests. "Right II is 1 i ving up 
to others• expectations, keeping mutual relationships such 
as trust, loyalty, and respect, and maintaining rules and 
authority which support socially approved behavior. 
Stage 4 Social System and Conscience. At this stage a 
societal viewpoint is differentiated from interpersonal 
agreements. The stage four individual adopts the point of 
12 
view of the system that defines roles and rules. "Right" is 
to fulfill duty, uphold law, contribute to society or the 
group, and help maintain the status quo. 
Level III Principled Morality 
Principled morality is reached by a minority of 
adults and only after age 20. The person differentiates 
himself from the rules and expectations of others or society 
and defines his values in terms of self-chosen principles. 
Stage 5 Social Contract or Utility and Individual 
Rights. This level is characterized by prior to society 
perspective which recognizes . values and rights as more 
important than social attachments and social contracts. The 
stage five person recognizes that moral and legal points of 
view sometimes conflict and finds it hard to integrate them. 
"Right'' is viewed as the sustaining of society's rules and 
values that do not infringe on inherant values and rights 
like life and liberty. 
Stage 6 Universal Ethical Principles. At this level 
of moral development a moral point of view is adopted from 
which social rules and arrangements are derived. Recognizes 
that persons are ends in themselves and must be treated as 
such. "Right" is adherence to self-chosen priciples 
believed to be universally valid (such as right to life). 
This level of moral development requires obedience to laws 
and social contracts which uphold such principles, and 
disobedience to laws and contracts in conflict with moral 
principles. 
Kohlberg has conceded that his sixth stage "was mainly 
a theoretical construction suggested by the writings of 
'elite' figures like Martin Luther King, not an empirically 
confirmed developmental construct" (Kohlberg, 1978, p.86). 
He now suggests that the sixth stage be viewed as an 
advanced substage of Stage 5. 
13 
Kohlberg (1964, 1976) proposes that moral development 
progresses through each of these stages in an invariant 
sequence. He believes that cognitive development is a 
necessary but insufficient condition for moral development. 
While mature cognitive development does not ensure mature 
moral development, immature cognitive development precludes 
it. Kohlberg theorizes that movement to a higher stage of 
moral development is fostered when the child is confronted 
with a higher level of moral reasoning than his/her own. 
This causes a disequilibrium in the child's moral thinking. 
To re-establish equilibrium, the child must restructure 
his/her thinking. S/he therefore moves to a higher stage 
that integrates this new experience. This process of 
disequilibrium and synthesis is promoted by social 
interaction, opportunities for moral decision-making, moral 
dialogue, and role-taking (taking the position of others, 
becoming aware of their thoughts and feelings, putting 
oneself in their place). 
Numerous studies have supported Kohlberg's theory of 
moral development (Keasey, 1971; Kohlberg, 1969; Lickona, 
1976, Note l; Turiel, 1974). Subjects have been shown to 
move developmentally through moral stages in invariant 
sequence. 
necessary 
Cognitive development has been found to be a 
prerequisite for moral development. Moral 
14 
development has been promoted by role taking opportunities, 
participation in groups perceived as fair or just, and 
exposure to higher levels of moral thought. 
Parent-Child Interaction 
Moral reasoning implies that a person weighs his or her 
own desires against the moral requirements of a situation. 
Hoffman (1979) suggests that one's earliest experience with 
this type of conflict occurs in parent-child discipline 
situations. He suggests that since · discipline occurs 5-6 
times per hour in the early years, it is reasonable that the 
type of discipline used will affect the child's moral 
development. 
Several studies have investigated the relationship 
between parent-child interaction and moral development. An 
overview of these studies will show that while headway has 
been made, few firm conclusions can be reached. This is due 
to inconsistencies in the literature and difficulties in 
making comparisons across studies. The research literature 
will be organized under the following headings: induction, 
power-assertion, love-withdrawal, authoritarian attitudes, 
support, intrusiveness, communication, parents' moral 
reasoning, and demographic variables. 
Rollins and Thomas (1979) suggest that the parent child 
studies over four decades have identified three major 
variables as critical in accounting for parental influence 
15 
in children's socialization. They are: control attempts 
(discipline), power and support. 
Control attempts are defined as parental behaviors 
aimed at exacting desired responses . Whereas "power'' is a 
capacity or potential for influence, control attempts 
involve specific behaviors such as giving directions, 
commands or suggestions, using punishment or threatening to 
punish, making requests, imposing rules and restrictions and 
providing explanations for rules and restrictions. Rollins 
and Thomas divide control attempts into three types: 
induction, coercion (power assertion) and love withdrawal. 
Induction 
Induction is aimed at obtaining compliance by providing 
explanations for desired behavior. 
out to the child the consequences 
This includes pointing 
of his behavior for 
himself and others (Rollins & Thomas , 1979). Use of 
induction appeals to conscience and so capitalizes on one's 
guilt potential (Hoffman & Saltzstein , 1967). According to 
moral development theory, use of induction with children 
should facilitate moral development since it encourages 
internal judgment and self-control which are associated with 
higher levels of moral development. 
Moral development has been found positively 
related to mothers' use of induction techniques (Hoffman & 
Saltzstein, 1967; Shoffeitt, 1971; Olejnik, 1980). Other 
16 
studies (Peterson, 1976; Nevius, 1977) found no relationship 
between mothers' use of induction and moral development. 
The relationship between father's use of induction and 
moral development is not as clear. Shoffeitt {1971) found 
a positive relationship between these two variables . A 
previous study showed n0 significant correlation (Hoffman & 
Saltzstein, 1967). A third study by Peterson {1976) found 
no relationship between father's use of induction and moral 
development . However, when father's "support" was 
controlled for, a positive relationship did emerge. 
Power Assertion 
Power assertion has been defined by Hoffman and 
Saltzstein 
deprivat i on 
(1967) as the use 
of material objects 
of physical punishment, 
or privile9es, direct 
application of force, or threat of any of these. It seems 
very similar conceptually to what Rollins and Thomas (1979) 
refer to as "coercion". 
in this study due to 
development literature. 
assertion is expected to 
development since it 
authority (Kohlberg 's 
The term "power assertion" is used 
its widespread use in the moral 
Theoretically, 
be associated 
parental power 
with lower moral 
emphasizes obedience to external 
stages 1 and 2) rather than 
reciprocity or adherence to self-chosen principles (Boyce & 
Jensen, 1978). 
17 
Some authors have found mothers 1 use of power assertion 
negatively related to moral development (Hoffman & 
Saltzstein, 1967; Shoffeitt, 1971; Olejnik, 1980). 
Additionally, moral development was found negatively related 
to mothers' use of imperative control stategies (Johnson, 
1980), and mothers 1 use of punitive and controlling 
practices (Leahy, 1981). Moral reasoning was found 
positively related to recollections of mothers as less 
punishing (Haan, Smith & Block, 1968) and perceptions of 
mothers as casual rather than demanding (Dalrymple, 1981). 
Conversely, moral development has been found positively 
related to mothers' power assertion (Peterson, 1976). 
Johnson, (1980) found moral reasoning positively related to 
the number of control strategies produced by mothers in 
response to hypothetical parent-child conflicts. Nevius 
(1977) found sons' moral development unrelated to mothers' 
use of power assertion. Supkoff (1976) found moral 
reasoning unrelated to how often 
oriented captions for cartoons 
conflicts. 
mothers chose 
portraying 
punishment 
parent-child 
Some studies have found moral development and fathers' 
use of power assertion either unrelated (Shoffeitt, 1971; 
Hoffman & Saltzstein, 1967) or positively related (Peterson, 
1976). Moral development has been found positively related 
to how often fathers chose punishment oriented captions for 
cartoons portraying parent-child conflicts (Supkoff, 1976). 
18 
It has been found unrelated to children's memories of how 
much their fathers' punished them (Haan, et al., 1968). 
Moral development was found unrelated to the number of 
control strategies and imperatives fathers used in 
hypothetical parent-child conflict situations (Johnson, 
1980). Only one study found moral development negatively 
related to fathers' power-assertion. Dalrymple (1981) found 
moral reasoning negatively related to children's perceptions 
of fathers as demanding rather than casual. 
Love Withdrawal 
Love withdrawal entails communicating disapproval of 
the child's behavior by ignoring or isolating the child or 
sending verbal or nonverbal messages of rejection and 
disappointment (Rollins & Thomas (1979). The implication is 
that the child cannot regain favor with his parents until 
the behavior is changed. Theoretically, love withdrawal is 
placed between induction and power assertion in its 
anticipated effect on moral development. It encourages 
compliance based on need for acceptance and approval (stage 
3) rather than fear of punishment or adherence to 
internalized principles (Supkoff, 1976). 
The research literature is mixed regarding the 
relationship of moral reasoning to love withdrawal. Some 
authors have found mothers' use of love withdrawal 
negatively related to moral development (Shoffeitt, 1971; 
19 
Peterson, 1976). Hoffman and Saltzstein (1967) found no 
consistent relationship between these variables. Others 
have also found moral reasoning insignificantly related to 
mothers' love withdrawal (i-Jevius, 1977; Olejnik, 1980). 
The expected negative relationship between moral 
reasoning and fathers' use of love-withdrawal was found in 
only one study (Shoffeitt, 1971). Other · studies showed 
either 
these 
no relationship or an unclear relationship between 
variables (Hoffman & Saltzstein, 1967; Peterson, 
1976). 
Support 
Rollins and Thomas (1979) 
which makes the child feel 
define support as behavior 
comfortable, accepted and 
approved of. It involves praise, approval, encouragement, 
cooperation, and verbal or physical expressions of 
affection. Theoretically, support lS expected to 
facilitate moral development since it provides a climate of 
acceptance and cooperation which Piaget suggests is 
requisite for moral development (Boyce & Jensen, 1978). 
Hoffman (1979) also suggests that parental support may make 
the child more receptive to discipline, more open to 
modeling, and emotionally secure enough to be open to t he 
needs of others. 
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Parental support shows no clear relationship to moral 
reasoning. Moral development has been founa positively 
related to mothers• warmth ana involvement (Hoffman & 
Saltzstein, 1967). It has 
related to maternal support 
family conversations and 
1976). 
also been fauna positively 
as measured by observations of 
adolescent reports (Peterson, 
Other studies have shown moral reasoning and maternal 
support either unrelated or negatively related. Moral 
development was fauna unrelated to maternal warmth and 
involvement (Shoffeitt, 1971). It was also found unrelated 
to perceptions of mothers as loving (Dalrymple, 1981). 
Moral reasoning was found unrelated to parents' 
attitudes about comradeship and sharing (Lydiat, 1974), how 
much support mothers believe they provide their children 
(Peterson, 1976), and how casual toward and accepting of 
their children mothers believe themselves to be (Leahy, 
1981). Supkoff (1976) found outgoing positive feelings 
toward mothers and incoming positive feelings from mothers 
negatively related to moral development. Morally advanced 
adult females remembered their mothers as less comforting 
toward, them when they were afraid as children. No 
relationship was found between provision of maternal comfort 
and sons' moral reasoning (Haan, et al., 1968). 
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Moral development has been found positively related to 
fathers' support as measured by observations of family 
conversations and fathers' self-perceptions (Peterson, 
1976). It has also been found positively related to how 
casual toward and accepting of their children fathers 
perceive themselves to be (Leahy, 1981). 
Other studies have found paternal support unrelated or 
negatively related to moral reasoning. Supkoff (1976) 
found moral reasoning negatively related to outgoing 
positive feelings toward fathers and incoming positive 
feelings from fathers. Moral development has been found 
unrelated to: fathers' warmth and involvement (Hoffman & 
Saltzstein, 1967; Shoffeitt, 1971), fathers' warmth and 
nurturance (Oliker, 1979), fathers use of comfort and 
encouragement (Leahy, 1981), and recollections of fathers as 
comforting when their children were afraid (Haan, et al., 
1968). Moral reasoning has been found unrelated to 
-
children's perceptions of fathers as supportive (Peterson, 
1976) and unrelated to perceptions of fathers as loving 
rather than rejecting (Dalrymple, 1981). 
Intrusiveness vs. Autonomy 
Intrusiveness involves a constraining type of parental 
control which is perceived as being in the best interests of 
the child. Intrusiveness is characterized by either over-
protection of the child or over-involvement in the life of 
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the child (Dreikurs, 1964). It can be seen in parents' 
unwillingness to let a child make his or her own decisions 
and in excessive control over the the child's time or 
activities. It is also manifest by excessive 
parental involvement in the child's world of friends and 
activities. It becomes difficult for the child to have a 
life separate from his parents. 
Intrusiveness encourages children to rely on parents or 
other authority figures to solve their problems rather than 
relying on their own resources. Dreikurs (1964) suggests 
that parental overprotection sends a message to children 
that they are incapable of dealing with their world. It 
tells them they are too fragile to withstand the pain or 
disappointment that accompanies life. 
According 
the message that 
to Oreikurs, encouragement of autonomy sends 
children ~re capable of making decisions 
and coping with situations that arise. It facilitates 
reliance on one's own resources rather than relying on 
authority figures for 
Encouragment of autonomy 
neglect where the needs of 
direction and protection. 
must be differentiated from 
the child are ignored. To 
encourage autonomy is, as Dreikurs suggests, to refuse to do 
for the child what he can do for himself. The focus is on 
helping the child mature into a capable, self-confident 
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adult. Neglect, on the other hand, involves refusing to 
meet or ignoring the needs of the child even though the 
child cannot meet those needs himself. 
According to moral development theory, encouragement 
of autonomy should facilitate moral development while 
intrusiveness and overprotection {which Piaget terms 
"constraint") should inhibit it {Boyce & Jensen, 1978). 
Generally, this assumption is supported for mothers. Moral 
development has been found negatively related to maternal 
overprotection {Supkoff, 1976). Leahy {1981) found moral 
reasoning negatively related to mothers' 
boundaries" between the child and others. 
"maintenance of 
Lydiat {1974) 
found moral reasoning negatively related to parents' 
"exclusion of outside influences" and "intrusive attitudes". 
Johnson (1980) found moral reasoning negatively related to 
mothers' reports of how much they keep track of their sons. 
Dalrymple {1981) found moral reasoning negatively related to 
mothers' "attention". An examination of the items Dalrymple 
used to assess ''attention" suggests that half of the scale's 
items emphasize what other researchers have called 
"overprotection". 
One study found mothers' intrusiveness negatively 
related to daughters' moral reasoning, but positively 
related to sons' {Leahy, 1981). An examination of the items 
comprising the "intrusiveness" scale suggests that it might 
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well be re-labeled ''emphasis on responsibility''. Half of 
the items focus on teaching children that they will reap the 
consequence~ of their own actions. 
Moral development has been found negatively related to 
fathers' reports of how much they keep track of their sons 
and how often fathers talk with their sons about friends 
(Johnson, 1980). Moral reasoning has been found unrelated 
to fathers' restrictions of their children's independence 
(Leahy, 1981), fathers' overprotection (Supkoff, 1976), and 
fathers' attention (Dalrymple, 1981). 
Oliker (1979) found fathers' encouragement of autonomy 
to be positively related to adolescent moral development. 
She found that fathers who encourage sons' autonomy but who 
are not particularly warm or nurturant, tend to have morally 
advanced sons. Similarly, moral development has been shown 
positively related to fathers' willingness to let their sons 
try new things and take chances (Haan, et al., 1968). No 
such relationship was found for mothers. 
Encouragement of autonomy should promote independence 
from parental sanctions and self-assertiveness. Johnson 
(1980) found morally advanced adolescents were less likely 
to try to avoid confrontations with parents. 
found to be less upset when their opinions 
their parents'. 
Daughters were 
differed with 
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Authoritarian Family Attitudes 
Authoritarian family attitudes differ from parental 
powerassertion in that the latter refers to behaviors, 
while the former reflects one's beliefs. A parent can 
express equalitarian beliefs and yet act in coercive ways. 
Authoritarianism may be related to Rollins• and Thomas' 
(1979) concept of legitimate power. Legitimate power 
implies that parents, by right of their position in the 
family, are entitled to compliance from children. 
Theoretically, authoritarian attitudes should inhibit 
moral development since they reinforce the power hierarchies 
associated with stage one and stage two moral reasoning 
(Speidell, 1977). Parents are to be obeyed because they are 
parents not because what has been asked makes sense or 
carries any particular advantage for the child or others. 
Moral development has been negatively related to 
authoritarian attitudes about male-female relationships, 
parent-child relationships, husband-wife roles, and general 
family values (Speidell, 1977). Lydiat (1974) found moral 
development negatively related to attitudes about the 
importance of breaking the will of the child, the need to 
exclude outside influence, and the need for parental 
supremacy or deification. Leahy (1981) found sons' moral 
reasoning negatively related to mothers• need to "control 
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[the expression of] sex and aggression". An examination of 
the items in this scale reveals that it may be measuring 
mothers' authoritarian attitudes rather than behaviors. 
Communication 
Family communication patterns have received some 
attention in the moral development literature. Parent-child 
communication patterns which are characterized by 
encouragement, freedom of expression, exchange of ideas, and 
compromise are expected to facilitate moral development 
(Boyce & Jensen, 1978). This type of communication shows 
respect for the child and encourages independent thought. 
Opportunities for role-taking (considering the views of 
others) and exposure to different levels of moral reasoning 
are more likely under such circumstances. 
Moral reasoning has been found positively related to 
parental encouragment of child participation in family 
discussions and decisions (Holstein, 1972). Sons' moral 
reasoning was also found positively related to parents' use 
of compromise and praise, the mutual working-out of 
problems, and freedom to express ideas and emotions (Buck, 
1979). Johnson (1980) found moral reasoning positively 
related to how much fathers and sons discussed the meaning 
of life, one another's feelings, other persons' feelings, 
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and one another's health. She found advanced reasoning 
related to mothers' reports of how often they talk with 
their adolescents about politics. 
Moral development was found negatively related to how 
often adolescents try to avoid arguments with their parents 
by not saying what they really think. It was also found 
negatively related to how often daughters get upset when 
they disagree with their parents (Johnson, 1980). Lydiat 
(1974) found moral reasoning negatively related to parents' 
reports of how much they avoid talking with their children. 
Moral reasoning was found negatively related to 
fathers' reports of how often they talk with their 
adolescents about their friends (Johnson, 1980). Apparently 
it is not the quantity of communication alone but also the 
subject matter that is important. Perhaps talking with 
children about their friends is perceived by children as 
intrusiveness. 
Parents' Moral Development 
Parents' moral development is included in this review 
of literature as an indirect form of parent-child 
interaction. According to moral development theory, 
exposure to moral reasoning one or two stages higher than 
one's own, creates a cognitive conflict. The conflict is 
resolved when the child restructures his thinking to 
incorporate this new information (Kohlberg, 1978). This 
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kind of restructuring promotes moral development. It is 
expected that morally advanced parents will be more likely 
to present advanced levels of moral reasoning to their 
children and will therefore be more likely to have morally 
advanced children. 
studies have shown children's moral development 
positively related to mothers' and fathers' development 
(Shoffeitt, 1971; Peterson, 1976). Haan, Langer and 
Kohlberg (1976) found parents' moral development positively 
related to sons' moral development but unrelated to 
daughters' development. They found that the relationship 
between mothers' and sons' moral development diminished as 
sons grew older. Fathers' moral development, on the other 
hand, maintained a significant relationship with sons' moral 
development through adulthood. 
Holstein (1972) found a positive relationship between 
the moral development of mothers and their children. No 
such relationship was found between fathers and children. 
She notes that when I fathers' "warmth and involvement'' was 
controlled for, fathe~s'moral development was found related 
i 
I 
to their children's. She suggests that principled fathers 
! 
who are warm and invol r ed 
advanced children. 
are more likely to have morally 
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Demographic Variables 
Several demographic variables have been found 
significantly related to moral related to moral reasoning. 
Some studies have found socio-economic status positively 
related to moral development 
Speidell, 1977; Dalrymple, 
(Nevius, 1977; Peterson, 1976; 
1981). Other studies found no 
such relationship (Supkoff, 1976; Haan, et al., 1976). 
Intellectual ability and scholastic performance have 
been found positively related to moral development 
(Speidell, 1977; Dalrymple, 1981) .. Numerous studies have 
found age positively related to moral development (see Kuhn, 
Langer, Kohlberg & Haan, 1977 for a review). 
Gender differences have frequently been noted in the 
moral development literature. It has been found that, at 
younger ages, girls show more advanced reasoning than do 
boys (Supkoff, 1976; Speidell, 1977; Dalrymple, 1981). A 
thorough study by Haan, et al. (1976) found that within the 
10 to 15 year old age group, girls reasoned at higher levels 
than boys but the differences were insignificant. Again, in 
the 16 to 20 age group, no significant differences were 
found but the boys' mean score was higher. Differences in 
favor of males were significant, however, for both the 21+ 
age group and for the parent group. 
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Studies have also shown that family interaction 
variables are often differentially related to the moral 
development of male and female children (Hoffman & 
Saltzstein, 1967; Haan, et al., 1968; Haan, et al., 1976; 
Johnson, 1980; Leahy, 1981). For example, a certain 
discipline style may be positively related to sons' moral 
development. The same parenting behavior can be unrelated or 
even negatively related to the moral development of children 
of the opposite sex. 
Summary 
A major objective implied in all of the above studies 
was to identify those parent-child variables that facilitate 
or retard moral development. By knowing which parent-child 
interactions best predict moral development, studies can be 
constructed to test whether increasing or decreasing 
specific interactions does influence moral development. 
Inconsistencies in the Literature 
A clear understanding of how parent-child interactions 
relate to moral development has seemed out of reach. This 
is because there are few parent-child interaction variables 
which have been found consistently related to moral 
development. The inconsistencies may be accounted for in 
part by differences across studies in subject samples, 
design, and instrumentation. 
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The samples obtained for these studies varied by age, 
socioeconomic status, and religion. Sample size varies 
from study to study which influences whether an obtained 
correlation is statistically significant. In one study 
{Dalrymple, 1981), correlations of .08 to .12 were reported 
as statisitically significant with a sample size of 508. 
The amount of variance accounted for with correlations of 
this size is so minimal that the results are of little or no 
practical significance . 
The type of research design used may also have 
contributed to the inconsistencies noted across studies. 
Some researchers utilized retrospective measures of 
parenting styles, asking college students to remember how 
their parents treated them as children. Some assessed the 
perceptions of children, others the perceptions 
and yet others used observers to measure 
of parents 
parent-child 
interaction. Some researchers obtained subjects at random 
while others used groups that were easily accessible. Only 
intact families were used in some studies while others 
had no such stipulations 
researchers chose subjects 
retarded moral development. 
for participation. Some 
on the basis of advanced or 
Instrumentation may have been another source of 
potential inconsistencies. Several studies used the 
Child-Rearing Questionnaire to measure power assertion. The 
results of those studies showed greater consistency between 
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them than did studies which measured the same variable 
utilizing different instruments. Most of the variables 
reviewed above were measured using a variety of 
instruments. 
Inconsistencies may also be due to the way previous 
research findings were categorized in this review. Given 
the number of terms used in the literature, it was decided 
to group similar variables 
was done using an inductive 
factor which Leahy (1981) 
under a single heading. This 
approach. For example, a 
titled "Control of Sex and 
Aggression'' was categorized under the heading "Authoritarian 
Attitudes" rather than under "Power Assertion". This 
categorization was based on an examination of the items 
comprising the factor. Others masy disagree with the way 
the research findings are grouped. 
Summary of the Literature Review 
Although inconsistencies exist, the moral development 
literature should not be disregarded. Some variables are 
consistent in their relationship to moral development. 
Other variables are not consistent in their relationship to 
moral development yet some trends seem to emerge. These too 
are worth noting. 
Mothers' moral development and constructive 
mother-child communication patterns were found consistently 
and positively related to children's moral development. 
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Mothers' use of induction was found either positively 
related o~ unrelated to moral development. Generally, no 
relationship or a negative relationship was found between 
moral development and mothers' use of power assertion and 
love withdrawal. No pattern emerged in any direction for 
mothers' support. Two variables for mothers, authoritarian 
attitudes and overprotection were found negatively related 
to moral development. 
The variables that were positively related to moral 
development for mothers w~re also found to be so for 
fathers. Fathers' moral reasoning and constructive 
father-child communication patterns were positively related 
to moral development. Fathers' use of induction, power 
assertion and support were generally unrelated or 
positively related to moral development. Fathers' use of 
love withdrawal and overprotection were consistently either 
unrelated or negatively related to moral development. Only 
one variable for fathers, authoritarian attitudes, was 
consistently and negatively related to children's moral 
development. 
The results of this literature review is consistent 
with moral development theory with two exceptions. First, 
maternal support showed no consistent relationship with 
moral development. A previous review by Rollins and Thomas 
(1979) found parental support either positively related or 
unrelated to moral development. Theoretically, a positive 
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relationship should exist. Second, the present review 
showed fathers' use of power assertion positively related or 
unrelated to moral development. A negative relationship 
should theoretically be seen. Hoffman (1979) suggests that 
under certain conditions, use of power assertion by parents 
who typically use induction may promote moral development. 
The purpose 
how parent-child 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
of the present study 
interactions relate 
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is to re-examine 
to sons' moral 
reasoning and to identify the combination of variables which 
best predicts moral reasoning. This chapter will explain 
the research methods and procedures used. A description of 
subjects will be provided along with a description of the 
assessment instruments. The major hypotheses to be tested 
and a description of the statistical methods used to test 
these hypotheses will be presented. 
Subjects 
Subjects were 51 high school senior males and their 
parents who lived within the boundaries of the Wichita 
Public School District. Males were chosen because family 
interaction variables have been found more frequently 
related to sons' moral development than daughters'. The 
senior year was chosen because at this age, sons are usually 
still living at home where parental influence is strongly 
felt. They are, nevertheless, becoming increasingly 
independent of parents. Such independence leads to greater 
autonomy requisite for principled moral reasoning. Only 
intact families (both parents living at home) were used to 
better assure that the influence of mothers and fathers was 
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present. Previous studies have shown that children from 
intact families show more advanced moral reasoning than 
children from father-absent families (Daum & Beelieauskas, 
1983; Shenenga, 1983). A minimum acceptable sample siza of 
50 families was selected by consulting Garrett's (1966) 
tables for suggested sample sizes based on the expected size 
of correlations. 
The majority of participating families were white (46) 
with others reporting their race as black (2), Mexican 
Arner ican (2), and Asian (1). Using Hollingshead' s 
two-factor index of socioeconomic status (Bonjean, Hill & 
McLemore, 1967), it was found that the sample was generally 
in the mid to upper range on SES (X=27.78, S.D.=15.73). The 
average educational level for fathers was partial college 
training. The average educational level for mothers was 
also partial college training. The majority of students 
reported their average grades to be "A's and B's" or "B's", 
with less than 16% reporting receiving "B's and C's" or 
below. 
Questionnaires 
Questionnaires were developed to assess each of the 
following variables: moral reasoning, induction, 
power-assertion, love withdrawal, authoritarian family 
attitudes, intrusiveness, support, communication, 
socio-economic status, and academic achievement. Two 
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Questionnaires were developed--one for sons and one for 
parents. The questionnaires consisted of an instruction 
sheet and instruments to assess the above variables. 
I nstru -ments 
Several instruments were contained in each 
questionnaire. Some variables were assessed using more than 
one instrument. Table 4 shows the variables assessed, the 
instruments used and to whom the instruments were 
administered. Only measures which had previously been found 
significantly rel~ted to adolescent moral reasoning were 
used. Preference was given to instruments which assessed 
more than one of the variables under study. The length of 
the instrument and its relative simplicity of administration 
were also considered. To reduce the amount of time and 
effort required of subjects, instruments that were brief and 
easy to complete were given preference. The formats of the 
instruments were also considered in an attempt to construct 
a questionnaire that 11 fit together 11 • Appendix B contains a 
copy of the instruments which are described in the following 
pages. 
Defining Issues Test (DIT) 
The Defining Issues Test was developed by Rest (1976) 
to assess moral reasoning. The DIT consists of six moral 
dilemmas derived from Kohlberg's original work. After each 
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Table 3 
Variables Assessed, Instruments/Scales Used, 
and to Whom Administered 
Variables 
Moral 
Reasoning 
Induction 
Power 
Assertion 
Love 
Withdrawal 
Authoritarian 
Attitudes 
Intrusiveness 
Support 
Commun icat .ion 
SES 
Academic 
Achievement 
Instruments/Scales 
DIT 
CRQ 
CRQ 
CRPR 
"Induction 11 
"Power Assertion 11 
"Punitive & 
Controlling 
Practices 11 
PCR II "Demanding" 
PCR II "Casual 11 
CRQ 
TFIS 
CRPR 
11 Love-Withdrawal 11 
"Control of Sex 
and Aggression" 
PCR II II Attention" 
CRPR 
CRPR 
CRPR 
11 Intrusiveness 11 
"Maintenance of 
Boundaries" 
"Acceptance & 
Harmony" 
Johnson's (1981) 
Communication items 
Two Factor Index of SES 
Sons' Grade Estimates 
Administered to 
Son Mother Father 
x x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x 
x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x x 
x x 
x 
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dilemma, the subject is asked to make a decision as to what 
course of action the main character should take. S/he is 
then asked to read twelve statements representing different 
issues upon which such a decision might be based. The 
subject rates each statement using a Guttman-type scale to 
indicate how important s/he feels it is in deciding what 
should be done. The subject is then asked to rank order the 
four statements s/he feels is most important. 
The DIT statements reflect different moral development 
stages. The statement the subject identifies as most 
important is scored four points. The next most important is 
scored three points, etc. Points are tallied for all of the 
moral dillemmas. The number of points in stages five and 
six (principled moral reasoning) are added together. This 
sum is then divided by the total number of possible points 
which yields a principled reasoning percentage or "P'' index. 
The P index measures the relative importance that a subject 
gives to stage 5 and 6 items (Rest, 1980). 
Two internal checks are used to assure the reliability 
of each subject's questionnaire. The first is a consistency 
check to make sure the statements rank ordered as most 
important are also rated highest 
DIT scores are considered 
along 
invalid 
the Guttman scale. 
if there are 
inconsistencies (rankings and ratings don't match) on more 
than two stories. More than eight inconsistencies on any 
one story will also invalidate a DIT score. Secondly, the 
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DIT contains a number of items that sound impressive but are 
meaningless ("M'' items). M items are included to identify 
subjects who might select statements on the basis of 
complexity rather than on meaning. Rest (1979-a) suggests 
that a raw M score of eight or more, or an M% of 14 or above 
would justify discarding that data. Rest's criteria for 
discarding DIT data was adopted. Five DIT's for sons, six 
for mothers and ten for fathers were discarded in accordance 
with this criteria. 
Based on a review of several studies which measured the 
reliability of the DIT, Davison and Robbins (1978) found 
test-retest reliabilities for the "P'' index ranging 
from .71 to .82. The Cronbach-alpha index of internal 
consistency was shown to be in the high 70's. 
A shortened ver?ion of the DIT was used in the present 
study. This abbreviated form has been used when research 
time was limited (Rest, 1979-a). The shortened version 
utilizes three rather than six dilemmas (Heinz, Prisoner, 
and Newspaper). Short form test-retest reliability showed 
correlations ranging from .58 to .77. 
The validity of the DIT has been investigated by Rest 
and others (see Rest, 1979-b). Criterion group validity is 
shown when groups 
test are found 
who ought t0 have different scores on a 
to have different scores. Rest reviews 
studies which have tested for criterion validity. He 
reasons that on the basis of common sense, reknown moral 
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philosophers should have higher moral reasoning scores than 
other groups. Lacking such a criterion group, Rest settled 
for a group of graduate students in moral philosophy and 
political science. As expected, these students demonstrated 
a greater percentage of principled thinking (P%) than did 
other graduate students, other collenge students, and 
non-college students. 
Discriminant validity refers to a test's ability to 
produce unique information not accounted for by other 
variables (Rest, 1979-a). Rest (1979-b) reviews several 
studies which suggest that the DIT accounts for variance in 
behavior not accounted for by IQ, age, SES, or attitudes. 
Rest also cites evidence for the convergent validity ofthe 
DIT short form. "P" scores derived from the short form of 
the DIT were found to correlate .93 with ''P" scores derived 
from the long form. 
The DIT was administered to mothers, fathers and sons. 
Hoffman's Child Rearing 
Questionnaire (CRQ) 
The Child-Rearing Questionnaire (Hoffman & Saltzstein, 
1967) presents three hypothetical parent-child conflict 
situations followed by a list of common parental responses. 
The responses represent three types of child-rearing 
practices: powerassertion, love-withdrawal, and 
induction. Power-assertion involves use of physical 
punishment or force, deprivation of material objects or 
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privileges, or threat of any of these. Love-withdrawal 
consists of ignoring or isolating the child, refusing to 
speak to the child, or expressing dislike for the child. 
Induction involves appealing to the child's conscience by 
pointing out the consequences of the child's actions for 
others. Parents are asked to indicate how frequently they 
utilize each each of these discipline styles when 
confronted with similar conflicts. Subjects are asked to 
rank the four responses they use most frequently. The 
highest ranked response is scored four points, the next 
highest three points, etc. Scores are obtained for each 
of the three types of child-rearing practices. 
Shoffeitt (1971) reclassified Hoffman's items using 
four independent raters working with Hoffman's definitions 
of scale constructs. Consequently some "Induction'' items 
were reclassified as "Love Withdrawal". Inter-rater 
agreement was 98 % • Internal consistency of the "Induction" 
scale was increased from an average (across situations) 
of .47 (using Hoffman's classification) to approximately .58 
using Shoffeitt's classification. Internal consistency of 
Love Withdrawal" jumped from .50 to .83. Internal 
consistency of "Power Assertion" remained approximately .70. 
Shoffeitt's reclassification system was used in the present 
study. No validity information on the CRQ was found. The 
CRQ was administered to fathers and mothers. 
Leahy's Child Rearing 
Practices Report (CRPR) 
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The Child-Rearing Practices Report assesses parenting 
styles and attitudes. The CRPR was originally developed as 
a 91 item Q-sort (Block, 1965). Leahy (1981) extracted 35 
items from the CRPR which had previously been found related 
to honesty. The number of CRPR variables was reduced by 
Leahy using factor analysis. Items with factor loadings 
exceeding .40 were included for each scale. Five scales for 
fathers and six for mothers emerged. Leahy correlated 
parents' scale scores with adolescent moral reasoning 
scores. Those scales for mothers found significantly 
related to moral reasoning were: 11 Intrusiveness 11 , 
"Punitive and Controlling Practices", "Control of Sex and 
Aggression" (authoritarian attitudes), and "Maintenance of 
Boundaries". Only one scale for fathers was found related 
to moral reasoning: "Acceptance and Harmony". 
No reliability information was available on the CRPR 
according to Leahy (note 2). Therefore, a test-retest 
procedure was used to obtain reliability data. Leahy relies 
on the factorial validity of the CRPR. No other validity 
information is available. A single form of the CRPR was 
administered to both parents rather than employing separate 
forms for mothers and fathers. The form consisted of those 
factors Leahy found significantly related to sons' moral 
reasoning. Utilizing a single form makes it possible to 
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examine how moral reasoning relates to mother-child vs. 
father-child interactions. The CRPR was administered to 
both parents. 
Traditional Family 
Ideology Scale (TFIS) 
The Traditional Family Ideology Scale (Levinson & 
Huffman, 1955) was designed to assess authoritarian family 
attitudes. Authoritarian family attitudes refer to 
traditional beliefs about the family hierarchy. Fathers 
are placed in a dominant role while women and children are 
placed in a submissive position. There is a strong emphasis 
on controlling children. 
The TFIS consists of 12 statements reflecting different 
authoritarian family attitudes. Parents are asked to 
indicate - to what extent they agree or disagree with each 
statement. The short form, which was used in this study, 
consists of 12 statements. Parents are asked to indicate 
along a six point Guttman scale, to what extent they agree 
or disagree with each statement. 
Levinson and Huffman collected reliability data on a 
sample of 507 adults and college students. Split-half 
reliability for the short form (which was used in this 
study) was found to be .92. Test-retest reliability was 
found to be .93. The short form of the test was found to 
correlate .64 with an Ethnocentrism scale and .67 with 
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an Authoritarianism scale. The authors cite this as 
evidence of concurrent validity. The TFIS was administered 
to fathers and mothers in the present study. 
Parent-Child Relations II 
Questionnaire (PCR II) 
The Parent-Child Relations II Questionnaire is designed 
to assess children's perceptions of their parents' 
child-rearing styles (Dalrymple, 1981). The PCR II was 
developed by factor analyzing the PCR I. Three orthogonal 
factors emerged: two bipolar--"Love-Reject" and 
"Casual-Demand"; and one unipolar-- "Attention". 
Dalrymple reports PCR II split-half reliability ranging 
from .63 to . 97. Construct validity is satisfied by 
"factorial validity". Factorial validity refers to the 
extent of factor saturation each scale posesses. High 
factor saturations reflect high factorial validity. Rotated 
factor loadings for the samples range from ~BB to .97 . 
The test consists of 50 items, ten for each of the 
following factors: "Loving", "Rejecting", "Casual", 
"Demanding", and "Attention". Dalrymple (1981) correlated 
PCR II scores with adolescent moral reasoning scores. She 
found only three factors related to moral reasoning: 
"Casual", "Demanding", and "Attention" (overprotection). 
Due to the need to limit the length of questionnaires, only 
these three scales were used in the present study. Using a 
short form of the test should not affect the reliability or 
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validity of the scales. Reliability was computed for each 
of the scales separately. It is possible however that 
excluding two of the scales would have an effect on 
reliability. The factorial validity of the scales would be 
unaffected. The PCR II was administered to sons only. 
Johnson's Communication Items 
It was decided to rely on questionnaire items to assess 
family communication patterns. Previous studies (Holstein, 
1972; Johnson, 1980) have assessed family communication by 
analyzing tape recordings of family discussions or by 
combining tape recordings with a brief questionnaire. The 
present study already involved a lengthy questionnaire. It 
was decided that requiring a taped family discussion as 
well, might discourage subject participation. Consequently, 
only questionnaire . items about communication which were 
previously found related to moral reasoning (Johnson, 1980), 
were used. No validity or reliability data was available on 
these communication items. Test-retest reliability data was 
gathered in the present study. Communication items were 
administered to all subjects. 
Assessment of Demographic Variables 
Hollingshead's Two Factor Index of Social Position 
(Miller, 1977) was used to assess socio-economic status. 
This index combines two factors--occupation and 
education--to obtain an index of social position. Jobs are 
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classified along a 1 to 7 scale according to job position, 
size of the company where employed, and required level of 
training. Education level is indicated on a 1 to 7 scale. 
Occupation and education scores are multiplied by assigned 
weights (Occupation x 7, Education x 4). These products are 
then summed to produce a status index ranging from 11 (most 
prestigious) to 77 (lowest status). Hollingshead (1965) 
found a correlation of .90 between independent judges' 
ratings of social status and the Two Factor Index itself. 
Both mothers' and fathers' socio-economic status was 
measured. Whichever spouse's SES score was highest, was used 
in this study to represent the family's socio-economic 
status. 
The school district was reluctant to release information 
about students' grades. Hence, students were asked to 
estimate their own grades during their high school years. 
They were to indicate whether they received mostly A's, 
mostly A's and B's, mostly B's, mostly B's and C's, etc. 
Procedures 
The target population consisted of all high school 
senior males and their parents 
lived within the boundaries of 
from intact families who 
the Wichita Public School 
District. The sample was obtained in the following manner~ 
The names of 400 senior males from intact families were 
drawn at random from the computer files of the Wichita 
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Public School District. Letters were mailed to the students 
and their parents inviting their participation in the 
research (see Appendix A). A stamped return-reply card was 
included. The parents and the high school senior were each 
asked to initial the reply card indicating their willingness 
to participate in the study. The consent of all three 
family members was required for inclusion in the study. 
Of the 400 families contacted by mail, 56 trios 
indicated on the reply card that they we.re willing to 
participate. Twenty-nine families indicated they were not 
interested. Three hundred-fifteen families did not respond. 
Telephone calls to the non-responding families resulted in 
an addtional 20 families consenting to participate. 
Packets containing an instruction sheet and 
questionnaires were mailed to these 76 families (see 
Appendix A). The instruction sheet emphasized the 
importance of allowing each member complete privacy in 
filling out his/her own questionnaire. Each subject was 
asked to complete the questionnaire at a time and place 
that would be as distraction-free as possible. Upon its 
completion, each questionnaire was to be sealed in a 
separate envelope. Subjects were asked to refrain from 
discussing the questionnaires or their responses until all 
of the questionnaires had been sealed in the envelopes. 
The three sealed envelopes were inserted in a larger 
envelope which had been stamped and addressed. This was 
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then returned by mail. A telephone number that subjects 
could call should they have problems or questions was 
provided. 
Forty completed packets were returned. Post cards were 
sent to the participating families reminding them to 
complete and return the questionnaires as soon as possible. 
This resulted in an additional 11 packets being returned for 
a total of 51 completed packets. These 51 families 
comprised the sample. 
Three week follow-up questionnaires were sent to the 
The follow-up questionnaire participating parents. 
contained the CRPR items (Leahy, 1981) and communication 
items used in the study (Johnson, 1980). This was done to 
gather test-retest reliability data on these instruments. A 
total of 87 follow-up questionnaires from 44 families were 
returned. 
To assess 
parent-child 
Hypotheses to be Tested 
how sons' 
interactions, 
moral reasoning relates to 
the following null hypotheses 
were framed. The .05 level of significance was used to test 
these hypotheses. 
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Inductive Discipline 
There is no significant relationship between sons' 
moral reasoning and mothers' or fathers' 
discipline. 
Power Assertion 
use of inductive 
There is no significant relationship between sons' 
moral reasoning and mothers' or fathers' use of 
power-assertion. 
Love-Withdrawal 
There is no significant relationship between sons' 
moral reasoning and mothers' or fath~rs' use of 
love-withdrawal. 
Authoritarian Family Attitudes 
There is no significant relationship between sons' 
moral reasoning and mothers' or fathers' authoritarian 
family attitudes. 
Support 
There is no significant relationship between sons' moral 
reasoning and mothers' or fathers' support. 
Intrusiveness 
There is no significant relationship between sons' moral 
reasoning and mothers' or fathers' intrusiveness. 
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Communication 
There is no significant relationship between sons' moral 
reasoning and parent-child communication. 
Parents' Moral Reasoning 
There is no significant relationship between sons' moral 
reasoning and parents' moral reasoning. 
Socio-economic Status 
There is no significant relationship between sons' moral 
reasoning and socio-economic status. 
Academic Achievement 
There is no significant relationship between sons' moral 
reasoning and sons' academic achievement. 
Statistical Analysis 
Descriptive statistics (means, standard deviations) were 
computed on all of the measures. To examine the reliability 
of the Child-Rearing Practices Report and the communication 
scale used in this study, Pearson Product Moment 
Correlations were computed on the test-retest reliability 
data gathered. Correlations were also computed between 
sons' moral reasoning and each of the variables listed in 
Table 4. These correlations provided information about how 
sons' moral reasoning relates to parent-child interaction 
variables. 
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Multiple regression analysis with forward inclusion was 
computed to identify the combination of variables which 
could best predict sons' moral reasoning. Sons' moral 
reasoning was the dependent variable. All other variables 
were combined into an independent variable set. Three more 
multiple regressions were computed. Variables were divided 
into three groups: mothers' responses, fathers' responses, 
and sons' responses. Multiple regressions were computed for 
each group in order to see which family member's responses 
accounted for the most variance in sons' moral reasoning and 
to identify for each group the combination of variables t ha t 
best predict moral reasoning. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
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This chapter will present the findings of the present 
research. Tables have been used to simplify and clarify the 
data. These results will be elaborated in chapter five. 
Descriptive Statistics 
Means and standard deviations for each of the measures 
are presented in Table 5. The mean and standard deviation 
obtained for sons' moral reasoning (X= 29.39, S.D.=16.73) 
were consistent with the results of previous studies using 
the DIT (see Rest, 1979). The variability on sons' DIT 
scores was greater than most of the other studies. None of 
the reported studies used senior males so no direct 
comparisons could be made. 
The mean scores and standard deviations for the 
parent-child variables suggest that most of the parents' 
responses were in a socially desirable direction. Parents 
viewed themselves as accepting toward their children and 
high in use of induction, They viewed themselves as low in 
authoritarian attitudes, power assertion, love withdrawal, 
and maintenance of boundaries (overprotection). Sons' 
perceptions of how demanding, casual and attentive their 
parents are, showed parents to be solidly in the middle 
range of possible scores--a less complimentary position. 
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Table 4 
Descriptive Statistics 
Instrument 
DIT (Sons' Moral 
Reasoning) 
2 Factor Index of SES 
Grade Estimate 
Commu. Items (Sons') 
Instrument/Scale 
CRQ "Induction 
CRQ "Power Assertion" 
CRPR "Punitive & Con-
trolling Prac" 
!?CR II "Demanding" 
PCR I I "Casual" 
CRQ "Love Withdrawal" 
SD range 
29.39 16.73 0 -70* 
27.78 15.73 11 *-69 
2.44 1. 22 l*- 6 
24.36 4.22 16 -34* 
Mothers Fathers 
X SD range X SD range 
10.56 4.79 2 -20* 8.40 4.45 0 -19* 
7.54 4.97 0 -19* 10.15 6.67 1 -30* 
21.21 3.67 13*-27 20.71 4.09 12*-31 
25.18 4.21 14 -33* 27.29 5.86 11 -36* 
22.92 4.41 15 -36* 22.94 6.04 13 -39* 
7.04 4.15 0 -18* 8.25 5.63 0 -23* 
TFIS "Authoritarian 50.53 9.76 31*-71 47.56 9.32 30*-65 
Attitudes" 
CRPR "Authoritarian 28.55 5.09 18*-40 24.90 6.22 8*-38 
Control of Child" 
CRPR "Intrusiveness" 10.80 3.05 4*-18 11.49 3.23 5*-18 
CRPR "Maintenance of 21. 71 3.62 15*-29 20.65 3.14 15*-30 
Boundaries" 
PCR II "Attention" 24.35 4.16 15 -32* 20.51 5.34 11 -31* 
CRPR "Acceptance & 20.14 3.73 12*-26 24.28 5.23 14*-35 
Harmony" 
Communication Items 28.04 4.19 16 -35* 26.86 3.01 21 -33* 
DIT (Moral Reasoning) 33.44 18.69 0 -80* 32.50 19.16 7 -77* 
* Scores on this end of the continuum are high for this variable 
(i.e. a score of 11 on SES indicates highest social class) 
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Reliability 
Three weeks after the initial mailing, a followup 
questionnaire containing the Child-Rearing Practices Report 
and communication items was sent to participating parents. 
Forty-three mothers and forty-four fathers returned the 
questionnaires. Test-retest reliability was computed on 
these instruments. Reliability of the CRPR was found to 
range from .58 to .85 (see Table 6). Reliability of the 
communication items was found to be .69 for mothers and .56 
for fathers. 
Pearson Product 
assess how moral 
Correlations 
Moment correlations were computed to 
development relates to parent-child 
interaction, SES, and academic achievement. Obtained 
correlations are listed in table 7. Only one variable, 
socio-economic status, was found significantly related to 
moral development (r=.34, p<.05). None of the parent-child 
interaction variables were found significantly related to 
moral reasoning. None of the null hypotheses were rejected, 
so on this study parent-child interaction variables were 
unrelated to sons' moral reasoning. 
Table 5 
Correlation Coefficients for 
Test-Retest Reliability Pata 
Mothers' 
Reseonses 
Instrument/Scale r N 
CRPR Punitive & .71 43 
Controlling 
Practices 
Authoritarian .85 43 
Control 
Maintenance • 58 43 
of Boundaries 
(Overprotection) 
Intrusion .55 43 
Acceptance .62 43 
& Harmony 
Communication Items .69 43 
(Johnson, 1981) 
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Fathers' 
Reseonses 
r N 
.62 44 
.57 44 
• 57 44 
.65 43 
.70 43 
.56 43 
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Table 6 
Sons' Moral Reasoning Correlated with 
Demographic and Parent-Child Interaction Variables 
Variable Instrument/Scale 
Induction 11 Induction" 
Mothers' 
r N 
-. 08 45 
Power 
Assertion 
CRQ 
CRQ "PowerAssertion 11 -.19 -.45 
CRPR "Punitive & Con-
trolling Prac." 
PCR II "Demanding" 
PCR II "Casual" 
Love CRQ 
Withdrawal 
Authori- TFIS 
tarian 
Attitudes CRPR 
Intrusive- CRPR 
ness 
"Love-
Withdrawal" 
"Control of Sex 
and Aggression 
"Intrusiveness" 
(Emph. on Resp.) 
.19 . 46 
-.19 46 
-.04 -.46 
.11 • 45 
-.01 -.46 
.08 .46 
.20 .46 
CRPR "Maintenance of -.08 ~.46 
Support 
Communica-
tion 
Moral 
Reasoning 
Boundaries" 
(Overprotection) 
PCR II "Attention ." -.05 -.46 
CRPR "Acceptance & 
Harmony" 
Johnson's (1981) 
Comrnunica. Items 
DIT 
.19 .46 
-.04 -.46 
.29 .46 
Fathers' 
r N 
-.18 43 
-.04 -.43 
-.04 -.43 
.05 .46 
-.06 -.46 
.27 .43 
-.03 -.45 
-.08 -.46 
-.08 -.46 
.19 .46 
.00 .46 
.05 .46 
-.07 -.44 
.23 .35 
SES 2 Factor Index r = .34* N = 46 
Grade 
Estimate 
* p(.05 
Student Report r = .19 N = 4 5 
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Regression Analyses 
Stepwise regression analysis with forward inclusion was 
computed to assess which combination of variables could best 
predict sons' moral reasoning. The results are listed 
in Table 8. Combined, the following variables accounted 
for 51% of the variance in moral reasoning: socio-economic 
status, mothers' moral reasoning, fathers' "maintenance of 
boundaries (overprotection), mothers' "control of sex and 
aggression" (authoritarian attitudes), mothers' 
"power-assertion", fathers' "love-withdrawal", 
moral reasoning, and mothers' "love-withdrawal". 
fathers' 
SES alone 
was able to account for 12% of the variance. The addition 
of seven parent-child variables increased the ability to 
predict sons' moral reasoning by 39%. 
The multiple correlation coefficient is a biased 
estimate of the population coefficient. If the multiple 
regression weights obtained in this study were applied to 
another sample, the accuracy of predictions would be 
reduced. This is because the process of determining 
regression weights takes advantage of the idiosyncracies of 
the sample (Ferguson, 1981). This reduction in predictive 
accuracy is known as shrinkage. The multiple regression 
shrinkage formula was computed to correct for shrinkage. 
TABLE 7 
Multiple Regression with Sons' Moral Reasoning 
as Dependent Variable and All Other Variables 
Forming an Independent Variable Set 
M = Mother's Response 
F = Father's Response 
SM= Son's Perception of Mother 
SF= Son's Perception of Father 
Variable R 
SES 
.34 
M Moral Reasoning .42 
F Maintenance of .50 
Boundaries (Overpro) 
M Control of Sex .56 
and Aggression 
M Power Assertion .61 
F Love Withdrawal .65 
F Moral Reasoning .69 
M Love Withdrawal .71 
Grade Estimate 
F Control of Sex 
and Aggression 
SM Demanding 
.74 
.75 
.77 
F Power Assertion .78 
F Punitive & Control- .79 
ling Practices 
F Acceptance/Harmony .80 
SF Demanding 
.Bl 
F Induction 
.82 
SF Casual .83 
M Maintenance of .84 
Boundaries (Overpro) 
M Intrusion (Emphasis .85 
on Responsibility) 
R Square 
.116 
.176 
.247 
.316 
.374 
.417 
.472 
.509 
• 541 
.570 
.591 
.604 
.618 
• 64 2 
.655 
• 67 2 
.692 
.700 
.719 
R Sq. Chg. 
.116 
.061 
.071 
.069 
.057 
.044 
.055 
.037 
.031 
.029 
.022 
.013 
. 014 
.023 
.013 
.018 
.019 
.011 
.017 
r 
.34 
.28 
.19 
.08 
.19 
.27 
.23 
.11 
.19 
-.06 
-.19 
-.03 
-.20 
.05 
.05 
-.18 
-.06 
-.08 
.20 
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Results showed that the eight variables noted above are 
estimated to account for 44% of the population variance in 
sons' moral reasoning. 
Mother-son variables and father-son variables appear 
equally represented in the regression equation. There was 
not a preponderance of mother-son variables stepped into the 
equation prior to father-son variables or vice-versa. These 
results suggest that mother-son variables and father-son 
variables are equally important in predicting sons' moral 
reasoning. Previous results (Hoffman & Saltzstein, 1967) 
have indicated that mother-child variables are more closely 
related to moral development than are father-child 
variables. 
Due to the large number of variables involved in the 
present study, it was decided to break the variables into 
smaller 
divided 
groups for 
into three 
further analysis. The variables were 
responses, mothers' groups: sons' 
responses and fathers' responses. 
were run separately for each group. 
sons' responses was computed using 
Stepwise regressions 
Regression analysis of 
the PCR II scales 
(mother--casual, demanding, attentive; father--demanding, 
casual, attentive) and the communication scale. Regression 
analyses 
computed 
of mothers' responses and fathers' responses were 
using the following instruments: DIT (moral 
reasoning), CRQ (induction, power-assertion, love-
withdrawal), TFIS (authoritarian attitudes), CRPR 
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(intrusiveness, punitive & controlling practices, control of 
sex and aggression, maintenance of boundaries, acceptance 
and harmony), and the communication scale. The demographic 
variables (SES and grade estimate) were included in each 
regression equation. 
Results are listed in Table 9. SES and all eight of 
the variables obtained from sons' responses accounted for 
only 20% of the variance in sons' moral reasoning (7% with 
shrinkage controlled for). Since SES by itself accounts for 
nearly 12%, the remaining variables share only 8% of the 
variance. Sons' response variables accounted for the least 
amount of variance in moral reasoning. 
SES plus four variables taken from mothers' responses 
were able to account for 35% of the variance in sons' moral 
reasoning (31% with shrinkage controlled for). The four 
variables are: mothers' moral reasoning, "control of sex 
and aggression" (authoritarian attitudes), "power 
assertion", and "love withdrawal". The addition of four 
mother-son variables increased ability to predict sons' 
moral reasoning by 23%. 
Of the three groups, fathers' response variables were 
found to account for the greatest amount of variance in 
sons' moral reasoning. SES plus five paternal variables 
were able to account for 42% of the variance (37% with 
shrinkage controlled for) • The five variables are: 
"induction", fathers' moral reasoning, "punitive and 
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TABLE 8 
Multiple Regression with Sons' Moral Reasoning as Dependent 
variable and Mothers', Fathers' and Sons' Responses 
Comprising Independent Variable Sets 
(SES and Grade Estimate Included) 
Variable 
SONS' RESPONSES 
Socio-economic Status 
Mother as Casual 
Mother as Demanding 
Father as Demanding 
Communication 
Grade Estimate 
Father as Attentive 
Father as Casual 
Mother as Attentive 
R 
.34 
.36 
.40 
. 43 
.43 
. 44 
.44 
.44 
.44 
MOTHERS' RESPONSES 
Socio-economic Status .34 
Moral Reasoning .42 
Control of Sex .49 
and Aggression 
Power Assertion .55 
Love Withdrawal .59 
Grade Estimate .62 
Acceptance & Harmony .63 
Induction .64 
Punitive & Controlling .64 
Practices 
R Square R Sq. Chg. 
.116 .116 
.132 .017 
.163 .031 
.183 .02 
.188 .005 
.191 .004 
.193 .002 
.195 .002 
.197 .002 
.116 .116 
.176 .061 
. 243 .067 
• ?.9 7 .054 
.350 .052 
. 383 • 034 . 
.40 .017 
.404 .003 
.406 .003 
r 
.34 
-.04 
-.19 
.05 
-.04 
.19 
.00 
-.06 
-.05 
.34 
.28 
.08 
.19 
.11 
.19 
.19 
-.08 
.17 
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TABLE 8 (cont'd) 
Variable R R Square R Sq. Chg. r 
Intrusiveness (Emph. • 64 .409 .003 .20 
on Responsibility) 
Communication • 64 .409 .000 -.04 
FATHERS' RESPONSES 
Socio-economic Status • 34 .116 • ll6 .34 
Induction .41 .17 • 054 -.18 
Moral Reasoning .49 .237 .067 .23 
Punitive & Controlling • 54 .288 .05 -.20 
Practices 
Control of Sex • 59 .344 .056 -.06 
and Aggression 
Acceptance & Harmony • 65 .421 • 078 .05 
Grade Estimate .66 .434 .013 .19 
Love Withdrawal • 67 .443 .009 .27 
Power Assertion .68 .461 .019 -.04 
Maintenance of • 69 .474 .013 .19 
Boundaries (Overpro) 
Intrusiveness (Emph. • 69 .479 • 005 -.08 
on Responsibility) 
Authoritarian .70 .484 .004 -.03 
Attitudes 
Communication .70 .484 .000 -.07 
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controlling practices", "control of sex and aggression" 
(authoritarian attftudes} and "acceptance and harmony". 
Induction was stepped into the regression equation just 
behind SES. This indicates it is predominant above the 
other father-son variables assessed in its 
predict sons' moral reasoning. Contrary 
findings (Shoffeitt, 1971), the present study 
ability to 
to previous 
found sons' 
moral reasoning negatively correlated with fathers' use of 
induction. A negative correlation between these variables 
is contrary to theoretical expectations. Induction involves 
pointing out to the child the consequences for others of his 
or her actions. 
The results suggest that parents' perceptions of 
parent-child interactions may be more important than sons' 
perceptions in predicting sons' moral reasoning. However, 
the difference may only be a reflection of the instruments 
used since sons were administered different instruments than 
parents. The results reinforce that father-son variables 
carry as much weight as mother-son variables in their 
ability to predict sons' moral reasoning. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
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The role of the family in the development of moral 
reasoning has gained increased attention during recent 
years. The research literature has shown inconsistent, 
sometimes contradictory results. This study examines how 
various parent-child interaction variables relate to sons' 
moral reasoning and identifies the combination of variables 
that best predicts moral reasoning. This chapter will 
address the significance of the present results, limitations 
of the study, and recommendations for additional resea~ch. 
Significance of the Results 
Parent-Child Interactions 
Although individually none of the parent-child 
variables examined were found related to sons' moral 
reasoning, a combination of seven parent-child variables 
plus SES was able to account for 51% of the variance in 
moral reasoning. The addition of the seven parent-child 
variables in the regression equation increased the ability 
to predict moral reasoning by a respectable 39%. From these 
results we can conclude that sons' moral reasoning is 
related to a combination of family interaction variables. 
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Non-traditional Parenting Roles 
Previous studies have found that morally advanced 
children are more likely to have parents who step outside of 
traditional gender roles and have a larger repertoire of 
discipline techniques (Peterson, 1976; Johnson, 1980). 
Traditionally, mothers have been more nurturing and 
protective than fathers. Mothers have traditionally used 
more indirect means of discipline such as love-withdrawal 
while fathers have used more direct means (power-assertion). 
Fathers are traditionally viewed as more authoritarian than 
mothers in dealing with children. 
Results of the present study showed that mothers of 
morally advanced sons were more authoritarian and utilized 
more power-assertive techniques than other mothers. Fathers 
of morally advanced sons were more protective of their sons 
than were other fathers, were more likely to show hurt 
feelings (love withdrawal) in response to misbehavior and 
were less authoritarian. These results support the idea 
that parents who can step outside of traditional gender 
roles in dealing with their children, are more likely to 
have morally advanced children. 
When regression analysis was computed on mothers' 
response variables, non-traditional mother-son interactions 
were again found to be important predictors of moral 
reasoning. Mothers of morally advanced sons appeared 
flexible in their use of traditional and non-traditional 
discipline techniques. 
mothers to exhibit 
They were more likely than 
authoritarian attitudes 
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other 
and 
power-assertive behaviors, yet they also used more 
love-withdrawal in discipline situations. 
When regression analysis was computed on fathers' 
response variables, non-authoritarian attitudes, avoidance 
of powerassertion, and paternal support were found to be 
important predictors of moral reasoning. Fathers who 
assumed traditional authoritarian attitudes and used 
power-assertive behaviors, were less likely to have morally 
advanced sons. Fathers who provided support and acceptance 
were more likely to have sons that were morally advanced. 
The order in which parent-child variables were stepped 
into the regression equation (see Table 8) suggests that 
mother-son variables and father-son variables are equally 
good predictors of sons' moral reasoning. Results of 
previous studies (Hoffman & Saltzstein, 1967; Leahy, 1981) 
have indicated that mother-son interaction variables may be 
more important to children's moral development than 
father-son variables. The present results suggest that 
father-son relationships are as important as mother-son 
relationships in understanding sons' moral development. 
Parents' Moral Reasoning 
Parents' moral reasoning was consistently shown to be 
an important predictor of sons' moral reasoning. Perhaps 
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morally advanced parents model and reinforce advanced moral 
reasoning. In this way advanced parents may facilitate 
their sons' moral growth. Mothers' moral reasoning appears 
to be a better predictor of sons' moral reasoning than is 
fathers'. This is consistent with the results of Holstein's 
findings (Holstein, 1972). One plausible explanation for 
this is that sons may be in the company of their mothers 
more than in the company of fathers and may therefore be 
more susceptible to maternal influence and modeling. 
SES 
Socio-economic status was the only variable that, by 
itself, was significantly related to sons' moral reasoning. 
According to Schell and Hall (1983) SES may be related to 
sons' moral reasoning because higher status families can 
provide more opportunities (i.e. travel, cultural 
activities, and interactions with diverse groups). Children 
provided such opportunities might learn to accept and 
appreciate differences among people in ideas, backgrounds, 
and cultures. such an appreciation could facilitate a 
broader perspective, flexibility and empathy or role-taking 
and thus encourage moral development. 
Another possible explanation for the relationship of 
moral reasoning and SES is that the two are, in part, 
synonymous. That 
measuring the same 
is, both SES and moral reasoning may be 
construct. Perhaps moral reasoning is 
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defined in terms of middle and upper-class values. The 
social perspectives Kohlberg identifies as morally advanced 
may be more tenable for those children who are not concerned 
about where the next meal is coming from. Maslow suggests 
that higher order needs (i.e. truth, beauty) are not the 
focus of attention until lower order needs (such as food, 
shelter, safety) are satisfied. The results of the present 
study suggest that this may hold true for moral development 
as well. 
Lack of Significant Correlations 
None of the parent-child interaction variables examined 
were found related to sons' moral reasoning. A possible 
explanation for these results is that moral development is 
relatively independent of parental influence. Maddock 
(1974) found moral reasoning unrelated to all 13 factors of 
the Parent-Child Relationship Questionnaire. He indicates 
Piaget may have been right when he said that moral 
development is facilitated primarily by peer interactions 
not by parent-child interactions. Piaget believed 
parent-child relationships are usually unilateral and 
authoritarian and so do not provide the mutuality and 
role-taking necessary for moral development. 
results of the present study do not 
parent-child 
development. 
interactions are unrelated 
However, the 
suggest that 
to moral 
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An alternative explanation, consistent with the results 
of the present study is that parent-child variables, 
individually, may not be sufficiently related to moral 
development to attain statistical significance. Yet in 
combination with other parentchild variables, they may 
show a strong relationship with moral development. 
Understanding which combination of variables can best 
predict moral reasoning may be more important than 
identifying 
variables. 
how moral reasoning relates to individual 
The lack of significant relationships between sons' 
and individual parent-child interaction 
be due in part to lack of variability in 
moral reasoning 
variables may 
subjects' responses. 
in the study were 
The parents 
generally 
who agreed to participate 
white, above average in 
education and socio-economic status. The sons were better 
than average students. There is evidence to suggest that 
the subjects who agreed to participate may have been more 
confident in their parent-child relationships than those who 
did not participate (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1975). To the 
degree that people with similar backgrounds are similar in 
their parenting approaches, response variability would be 
expected to be lower. As variability decreases so does the 
size of correlation. As shown in Table 5, standard 
deviations for the sample are three to five points with only 
two exceptions. This means that for most of the 
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instruments, 68% of the respondents' scores fell within a 
six to ten point range on instruments with possible ranges 
of approximately 30 points. Since for most of the 
instruments, means and standard deviations from previous 
samples were not available, comparisons cannot be made. 
The lack of significant correlations may also be 
related to the use of instruments which assessed parents' 
perceptions rather than sons' perceptions. Gecas and 
Schwalbe (Note 3) found little correspondence between parent 
perceptions of their own behaivor and children's perceptions 
of parents' behavior. The dependent variable examined by 
the Gegas and Schwalbe (children's self~esteem) was found 
more strongly related to children's perceptions of parenting 
behaviors than were parents' perceptions of their own 
behaviors. Most of the instruments used in the present 
study assessed parental perceptions. Only two (PCR II and 
the communication items) assessed children's perceptions of 
the parent-child relationship. Perhaps assessing 
children's perceptions and parents' perceptions for each of 
the variables would have yielded significant results. 
The present results are consistent with the results of 
previous stuQies which have shown no relationship between 
parentchild interaction variables and moral reasoning. 
The results are inconsistent with previous studies for 
several variables. Children's moral development has 
consistently been positively related to mothers' and 
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fathers' moral development, and positive parent-child 
communication patterns. It has consistently been negatively 
related to parents' authoritarian attitudes and mothers' 
intrusiveness. 
Present results showed that sons' moral reasoning 
correlated .29 and .23 with mothers' and fathers' moral 
reasoning, respectively. These correlations are in th~ 
expected direction but are shy of the .32 critical level for 
significance (p=.05) . Perhaps had the sample been less 
homogeneous, the correlation would have been larger. 
However, this is only speculation. 
The lack of relationship between sons' moral reasoning 
and parent-child communication may be related to the 
questionable validity of the instrument used. Other studies 
have utilized taped interviews (Holstein, 1972; Buck, 1975). 
The present study grouped together communication items that 
had singly been found to relate to moral development. The 
item scores were totaled to yield a single communication 
score. No validity studies have been done using the 
instrument. 
Limitations 
Every study has limitations inherent in its design. It 
is important to recognize the limitations so that informed 
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decisions can be made regarding the strength of the 
findings, generalizability, and future research 
possibilities. 
The present study does not provide any information 
about cause-effect. Correlational studies can lead to 
hypotheses about cause-effect relationships. Such 
hypotheses, then, need to be verified through experimental 
studies. It is invalid to say that the combination of 
parent-child variables identified through regression 
analysis are those that would best promote moral 
development. 
The necessity of developing a questionnaire that 
combines scales from various instruments, creates some 
limitations. Subjects' responses may be influenced by the 
complexity, content, or number of previous questionnaire 
items. Subjects may well be less attentive following a 
series of items requiring extensive thought such as the 
Defining Issues Test which assesses moral development. How 
a subject responded to an item from a previous instrument 
may influence how he responds to the item in front of him. 
Some subjects may find the length of the questionnaire 
tiring and respond differently than might be the case with a 
briefer questionnaire. 
When scales from various instruments are combined 
within a single questionnaire, reliability data which 
applied to the original instruments may no longer apply. 
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Reliability data was collected on the CRPR scales and 
communication scale. However, the entire questionnaires 
were not re-administered to gather test-retest reliability 
data. It was believed that the additional demands that 
would be placed on the subject's time would inhibit 
participation and therefore be counter productive. 
Another limitation is also related to the length of the 
questionnaires. Studies have utilized various instruments 
to assess similar constructs. Obviously, it was not 
practical or desirable to include all of the different 
instruments in the present study.· Some instruments had to 
be excluded. Consequently, we cannot directly compare the 
results of the present study with results of some previous 
studies. 
The results of the present study cannot be generalized 
to other age groups or to relationships of parents and 
daughters. Because of the developmental nature of moral 
reasoning, the relevance of these findings for other ages 
would be pure speculation. As noted in chapter two, family 
interaction variables often are differentially related to 
sons' and daughters' moral reasoning. 
Generalizability is also affected by selectivity bias. 
Out of a list of 400 families invited to participate in the 
study, only 51 (19%) were willing or qualified to do so. 
Some of the families were not included in the sample 
because one of the family members refused to be involved. 
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Requiring all three family members to indicate their 
willingness to participate reduced the number of families 
involved. Other family characteristics may als? explain the 
number of non participating families. Rosenthal and Rosnow 
(1975) reviewed the literature on the characteristics of 
volunteer subjects. They found that volunteers tend to be 
better educated, more intelligent, higher social class who 
expected to be favorably evaluated by the investigator (i.e. 
feel confident about their parenting skills). Perhaps those 
who were 
socio-economic 
less intelligent, 
status, or who 
less educated, lower 
felt less confident about 
their parent-child relationships chose not to participate. 
Testing conditions may be a limiting factor. The 
present study was conducted by mail because it involved 
minimal intrusion in the family. The use of mail also 
facilitated participant anonymity. Subjects were provided 
instructions asking them to complete the questionnaires at a 
time and place that was as distraction-free as possible. 
They were also asked to avoid discussing their responses 
until the questionnaires had been sealed in their designated 
envelopes. Yet, since the questionnaires were administered 
by mail, those conditions could not be guaranteed. 
Alternative ways of administering the questionnaires 
required additional effort for participants (i.e. travel, 
coordination of schedules) or risked compromising the 
anonymity of the subjects. 
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Another possible limitation involves the validity of 
the Child-Rearing Practices Report (Leahy, 1981). The CRPR 
was developed through factor analysis. Mothers' responses 
and fathers' responses were factor analyzed separately. 
Consequently, different scales emerged for mothers and 
fathers. In the present study, CRPR scales which Leahy 
found related to moral reasoning were administered to both 
fathers and mothers. This was done so mothers' and fathers' 
responses could be compared. This procedure raises a 
question of validity. According to Leahy, the CRPR relies 
on what is called"factorial validity". However, when scales 
developed for use with mothers are administered to fathers, 
the factorial validity of the scale no longer applies. 
This needs to be taken into account when considering 
mothers' scores fot "acceptance and harmony" and fathers' 
scores for "intrusiveness" (emphasis on responsibility), 
"punitive and controlling practices", "control of sex and 
aggression'' (authoritarian attitudes), and "maintenance of 
boundaries" (overprotection) . 
Recommendations for Additional Research 
Results of the present study can serve as a stepping 
stone for additional research in this area. A knowledge of 
the combination of parent-child variables which best 
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predicts sons' moral development should aid in the 
construction of experimental intervention programs designed 
to facilitate moral development. 
Additional research is needed to study the effects of 
teaching parents to expand the number of options they have 
styles. in discipline techniques and parenting 
Non-traditional interactional styles could be emphasized so 
mothers are taught to be more assertive with their sons 
while fathers are taught non-assertive discipline options. 
Fathers could also be taught to use more support and 
communicate more acceptance in dealing with their sons. 
Children of parents in the treatment program could be 
compared with a control group to see what effect such 
interventions have on moral development. 
Results of the present study indicate parents' moral 
reasoning is a primary predictor of sons' 
Previous studies have consistently 
moral reasoning. 
found a positive 
relationship between children's moral reasoning and parents' 
moral reasoning (Shoffeitt, 1971; Holstein, 1972; Haan, et. 
al., 1976; Peterson, 1976). It would therefore seem logical 
to develop a study to see whether children's moral 
development is affected when the level of parental moral 
reasoning is increased. A program could be tested which 
facilitates parents' moral 
presently used in the schools. 
reasoning in the same manner 
Parents could participate in 
groups in which moral dialogue, role-taking, and social 
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interaction are exercised. Parents could be confronted with 
higher levels of moral reasoning which would create a 
disequilibrium in moral thinking requiring a synthesis of 
the new information. This should help parents develop higher 
levels of moral reasoning. The second part of such a study 
would be to see if higher levels of moral reasoning were 
maintained for parents and see if children of parents in the 
treatment group are different from children of parents in a 
control group in their moral reasoning. 
The relationship between moral development and socio-
economic status holds some potential for future research . 
As noted above, a possible explanation is that opportunity 
for travel and exposure to other lifestyles and ways of 
thinking may promote moral development. It would be 
interesting to compare children who are involved in outreach 
programs which provide such opportunities with children of 
similar backgrounds who have no such opportunities. 
It may be futile to keep adding to the number of 
descriptive studies in an attempt to reach some final 
conclusion about how moral reasoning relates to family 
interaction. Perhaps research efforts would be more 
fruitful with experimental projects such as those suggested 
above. The continued proliferation of studies utilizing 
different instruments and methods to test how family 
variables are related to moral reasoning, may just add to 
the confusion in the literature. 
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A replication study may be helpful to see whether the 
combination of variables found to be good predictors of 
moral reasoning in this study would emerge as good 
predictors again. Steps would need to be taken to reduce 
the selectivity bias problems of the present study. It may 
be helpful to assess adults and children's perceptions of 
parent-child interaction variables. A measure of 
parent-child communication that has reasonable validity data 
could also be included. Such a study could help researchers 
know which parent-child interactions to focus on as they 
attempt to develop family intervention programs to 
facilitate moral development. 
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WICHITA GUIDANCE CENTER 
415 NORTH POPLAR STRE:E:T 
WICHITA. KANSAS 67214 
March 15, 1983 
(316) 686 ·6671 
Greetings, 
You are invited to participate in a research study focusing on family 
interactions, and how people think about social issues. 'lhL• resul Ls of the 
study will be of interest to parents, teachers, and helping professionals in th<.: 
canrunity. 
Your nmre was selected at randan by ccnputer fran the pupil dnta files 
of the Wichita Public School District.* The names and addresses of 400 high 
school senior males whose records indicated that both parents were living in the 
hare, were drawn for this project. 
In this study, we are asking for the participation of all three of you--
high school senior and both parents . If all three of you agree to participate, 
each of you would be asked to answer a T!llltiple choice questionnaire which focuses 
on family interactions (i.e. discipline tec'tmiques, family rules, and family 
attitudes) and h™ you think about social issues . The questionnaires require 
about 45 minutes to cOOl)lete. This can be done in the comfort of your own 
hare. 
Your cooperation is rrost important since it will help ensure that the 
study accurately represents the views of similar families in your school district. 
Your participation will help us add to our scientific knowledge about the 
family . In addition, you will be helping me fulfill my dissertation require -
rrent for a Ph.D. in psychology. 
The study is carefully designed to safeguard your interests. No narres 
will be asked for or used in connection with the questionnaire so that all 
responses will be anonym:,us. You may decide not to participate at any t:ure 
with no explanation z-equired. The questionnaire is fully self explanatory 
and is even fun. Interested f2Ilri.lies will receive a surmary of results upon 
canpletion of the research. 
Please fill out the enclosed reply card indicating whether you are willing 
to participate. Note that there is a space for each of you to initial the 
reply car<l. Postcards must be returned by luesday, March 22 1 1983 
in order to be included in the study. Quest1.0TU1aires will then be delivered 
to interested families. 
Thank you for your consideration. If you have questions or would like 
rrore information, please contact me at the Wichita Guidance Center (686-6671). 
Sincerely, / 
J/?~9c>~ 
~r:e J&fs, M.S. 
~This study has been approved by the Wichita Public Schools Research Council 
(168-7741) and is endorsed by the Wichita Guidance Center. 
United way ••••1•11.11u•1tu ,,., ,~ .... .,,H,,.,.,,,, .. o"''" ••u•ou, .. .,.,.,.,., ..... "'"''"''""• 
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WICHITA GUIDANCE CENTER 
415 NORTH POPLAR STRECT 
WICHITA, KANSAS 67214 (316) 686-6671 
April 13, 1983 
PLEASE READ THIS BEFORE PROCEEDING 
Dear----------- and parents, 
Your response indicating your willingness to participate in this research 
study is greatly appreciated. Let me extend my most hearty thanks to you for your 
interest and cooperation. Before you begin filling out the enclosed questionnaires, 
let me outline the procedures and steps to follow. 
Three questionnaires are enclosed, one for your high school senior boy and 
one for each of you as parents. Also enclosed are three plain white envelopes and 
a pre-stamped envelope addressed to myself at the Wichita Guidance Center. 
Each of you should complete you questionnaire separately. Please try to find 
a place to do so that is fairly quiet and free of distractions. As each of you 
completes your questionnaire, place it in one of the plain white envelopes provided 
and seal the envelope. The white envelope should then be placed in the pre-
stamped envelope to be returned to me. The stamped·envelope should not be sealed 
until all three white envelopes with their questionnaires have been enclosed. 
This envelope can then be sealed and dropped in the mail to me. PLEASE RETURN 
·THE QUESTIONNAIRES BY APRIL 22, 1983. 
Please do not discuss the questions or your answers until all three question-
naires are completed and sealed in their envelopes. Such discussion might influence 
the responses given which would contaminate the data. Also, it may influence a 
family member's responses if he or she thinks another family member may read his 
or her answers. For this reason, please avoid reading one another's responses 
and seal your questionnaire in a white envelope inmediately after you've completed 
it. 
You will notice that a code number has been assigned to your family. This 
has two purposes. First, it will allow me to match family members' questionnaires 
without using names (this mother's response goes with this son's response, etc.) . 
Secondly, part of the study involves a two week followup questionnaire for 
parents only consisting of 33 questions which should take about 5 minutes to fill 
out. We need to be able to match your followup questionnaire responses with 
the responses you give on the present questionnaire. 
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL CODE UUMBERS BE USED TO MATCH NAMES WITH QUESTION-
NAIRES. ALL RESPONSES ARE KEPT ANONYMOUS. 
Again, thank you for your cooperation. If questions arise you would like 
to ask me, please feel free to contact me at the Wichita Guidance Center 686-6671. 
Also if you would like a summary sheet mailed to your home at the completion 
of this study, call the above number and just leave the name of your high school 
senior son. 
United Way •000,, ... 111• .. 0!IO lool , 1• t,t1Ul1tl .. ' ,IVI ... Ull11t4NIII.Ullltl ... l ... lA' .,,._.._, ,. ,, .. IIH .. 
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WICHITA GUIDANCE CENTER 
415 NORTH POPLAR STREET 
WICHITA, KANSAS 67214 (316) 686-6671 
May 5, 1983 
Greetings, 
This is the final step in the research project you've 
participated in. Thank you for your cooperation. 
Enclosed are two brief questionnaires to be filled out 
by each of you as parents. The procedures are the same as 
before. Try to find a time and place to complete the question-
naires that is as distraction-free as possible. Please do not 
discuss your answers until the questionnaires have both been 
completed and sealed in the white envelopes provided .· Then place 
the white envelopes in the pre-stamped envelope and mail it back. 
PLEASE RETURN THE OUESTIONNAIRES BY MAY 14, 1983. 
If you have questions or would like additional information 
about the research, feel free to call me at the Wichita Guidance 
Center, 686-6671. I would be happy to talk with you. 
Again, thank you for your time and effort. 
Si~r~e / 
0AtU h,y-ve? 
, Bruce . . Johns 
'-
United way 
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Appendix B 
Questionnaires 
Code No·~----
Son's Form 
Thank you for your willingness to participate in this research. 
On the following pages you will find a number of questions with 
spaces for you to check or circle your answer. There are no 
right or wrong answers in this questionnaire, so answer according 
to your own opinion. It is very important that all questions 
be answered. 
Some of the questions will require your best thinking and concen-
tration. Therefore, please find a time and place to fill out the 
questionnaire that will be as distraction-free as possible. 
Upon completion of the questionnaire, place it in the plain white 
envelope provided and seal the envelope. Then place the white 
envelope in the pre-stamped envelope, but do not seal this until 
your parents have also enclosed their white envelopes. It is 
important that your answers reflect your own opinions. Please 
avoid discussin~ your answers with other family members until 
all three quest onnaires are completed and sealed in the envelopes 
provided. 
Now, I need some general information about you. 
Age, ___ _ 
(check) 
Grades received in high-school so far, Mostly A's 
Mostly A's and B's 
Mostly B's 
Mostly B's and C's 
Mostly C's 
Mostly C's and D's 
PLEASE FILL OUT BOTH SIDES OF EACH PAGE, 
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PARENT-CHILD RELA'l'IONSIIIP II QUESTIONNAIRE 
Here are 30 statements which describe the different ways that 
mothers act toward their sons. Read each statement 
carefully and think how well it describes how your mother 
ncted while you were growing up. Circle the appropriate 
number below. 
My mother: 
1. punished me hard enough when I 
misbehaved to make sure I would 
not do it again. 
2. relaxed rules and regulations as 
a reward. 
3. let me spend my allowance any way 
I liked. 
4. took away my toys and playthings 
when I was bad. 
5. was very careful about protecting 
me from accidents. 
6. set very few rules for me. 
7. made it clear that she was boss. 
8. gave me books and records as 
rewards. 
9. could not bring herself to punish 
me. 
10. slapped or struck me when 
misbehaved. 
I 
11. would not let other children 
tease or bully me. 
12. let me off easy when I did 
something wrong. 
13. would not let me play with other 
children when I was bad. 
14. praised me before my playmates. 
Very Mostly Mostly Very 
True True Untrue Untrue 
4 3 2 1 D* 
4 3 2 1 A* 
4 3 2 1 C* 
4 3 2 1 D 
4 3 2 1 A 
4 3 2 1 C 
4 3 2 1 D 
4 3 2 1 A 
4 3 2 1 C 
4 3 2 1 D 
4 3 2 1 A 
4 3 2 1 C 
3 2 1 D 
4 3 2 1 l\ 
*D = Demanding l\ = Attention C = Casual 
15. let me do as I liked with :ny time 4 3 2 1 c 
after school. 
16. demanded unquestioning respect. 4 3 2 1 D 
17. <.lid not want me to play rough 4 3 2 1 A 
outdoor games for fear I might be 
hurt. 
18. did not tell me what time to be 4 3 2 1 c 
home when I went out. 
19 . punished me by being more strict 4 3 2 1 D 
about rules and regulations. 
20. rewarded me by giving me money or 4 3 2 1 A 
increasing my allowance. 
21. did not object when I was late 4 3 2 1 c 
for meals. 
22. would not let me question her 4 3 2 1 D 
reasoning. 
23. hugged me, kissed rne, patted me 4 3 2 1 A 
when I was good. 
24. was easy with me, 4 3 2 1 c 
25. wanted to have complete control 4 3 2 1 D 
of my actions. 
26. gave me new things such as toys 4 3 2 1 A 
as a reward. 
27 . did not bother muich about 4 3 2 1 c 
enforcing rules and regulations. 
28. expected prompt and unquestioning 4 3 2 1 D 
obedience. 
29. was particular about who my 4 3 2 1 A 
friends were. 
3CJ. did not check up on whether I did 4 3 2 1 c 
my homework. 
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The next 3~ statements describe different ways that fathers 
act with their sons. Read each statement carefully and think 
how well it describes how your father acted while you were 
growing up. Circle the appropriate number below. 
My father: 
31. punished me hard enough when I 
misbehaved to make sure I would 
not do it again. 
32. tried to get me everything I 
wanted. 
33. let me spend my allowance any way 
I liked. 
34. took away my toys and playthings 
when I was bad. 
35. spoiled me. 
36. set very few rules for me. 
36. made it clear that he was bosz. 
38. gave me new books and records as 
rewards. 
39. gave me as much freedom as I 
wanted. 
40. would not let me play with other 
children when I was bad. 
41. praised me before my playmates. 
42. let me off easy 
something srong. 
when I did 
43. spanked or 
punishment. 
whipped me as 
44. gave me candy or ice-cream as a 
reward. 
45. respected my point of view and 
encouraged me to express it. 
46. frightened or threatened me when 
I did wrong. 
47. made others give in to me. 
Very 
True 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Mostly Mostly Very 
True Untrue Untrue 
3 2 l D 
3 2 1 A 
3 2 1 C 
3 2 1 D 
3 2 1 A 
3 2 1 C 
3 2 1 D 
3 2 1 A 
3 2 1 c 
3 2 1 D 
3 2 1 A 
3 2 1 C 
3 2 l D 
3 2 l A 
3 2 1 C 
3 2 1 D 
3 2 1 l\ 
4 8. let me do pretty much what I 4 3 2 1 c 
w«nted to do. 
49. demanded unquestioning obedience, 4 3 2 1 D 
50. gave me special attention as 4 3 2 1 A 
reward. 
51. did not tell me what time to be 4 3 2 1 c 
home when I went out. 
52. punished me by being more strict 4 3 2 1 D 
about rules and regulations. 
53. hugged me, kissed me, patted me 4 3 2 1 A 
when I was good. 
54. did not object when I was late 4 3 2 1 c 
for meals. 
55. taught me that he knew best and 4 3 2 1 D 
that I must accept his decisions. 
56, gave me new things such as toys 4 3 2 1 A 
as rewards. 
57. was easy with me. 4 3 2 1 c 
58. expected prompt and u1~guestioning 4 3 2 l D 
obedience. 
59, hated to refuse me anything. 4 3 2 1 A 
6". did not bother much about 4 3 2 1 c 
enforcing rules. 
DEFINING ISSUES TEST 
lr. this questionnaire you will be asKed to give your opinions 
about several stories. Here is a story as an example. 
Prank Jones has been thinki~ about buyinc a car. He is married, 
has two small childre~ and earns an average income. The car he 
buys will be his famill'' s only car. It will be used mostly to 
get to work and drive around town, but sometimes for vacation 
trips also. In trying to aecide what ca: to buy, Frank Jones 
realized that there were a lot of question£ to consider. Below 
there is a list of some of these questions. 
If you were Prank Jones,how important would each of these questions 
be in deciding what car to buy? 
Instructions for Fart A1 (Sample Question) 
On tne left hana eide check one of the spaces by each statement of 
a consiaeration. (For instance, if you think that statement #1 is 
not importa.~t in making a decision about ouying a car, check the 
s~ace on the righ~.) 
Ilr'.PORTAt-;::;r,; 1 
Great~ Some Little~ 
./ 
/ 
v' 
..; 
j 
1. Whether the car dealer was in the same 
block as wnere Frank lives. (Note that in 
this sample, the person taking the ques-
tionnaire did no~ think this was important 
in making a decisinn.) 
2. Would a usec car be more economical in the 
long run than a new car. (Note that a cheer. 
was put in the f~left space to indicate 
the opinion that this is an important issue 
in maxing a aecision about ouying a car.) 
3. Whether the color was green. Frank's 
favorite color. 
4. Whether the cubic inch displacement waG at 
least 200. (Note tnat i~ you are unsure 
about what "cubic inch displacement" mean6, 
then mark it •no importar.ce.•) 
5. Would a large, roomy car be better tilar. a 
compact car. 
6. Whether the front connibilies were difier-
cr.tial. (Note that if a st~tement soundz 
like gibberish or noneenee to you, mark it 
•no ~mportance.•) 
lnstructiun~ for fart n1 (Sample Question) 
froffi the li5t of questions above, select the most important one 
of the whole group. Put the number of the mozt important queotion 
on the top line below. Do llkewtse !or your 2nd, Jrcl and 4th most 
im~o~tant choices. (Note that the top choiceo in this caee will 
e Jamez Rest, 1972 
All ri~ntfi reserved 
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come from the statements that were checked on the far left-hand 
side--statemen'ta #2 and #5 were thought to 'be very important. ln 
deciding wnat le the most important, a person would re-read 12 and 
#5, and ther. pick one~them as the~ important, then put 
the otner one as "9econd most important," and so on.) 
Most Important 
Second Most Important _.d:_ 
Third Most Important 3 
Fourth Most Important I 
HEINZ AND THE DRUG 
ln Europe e woman was near death from a special kind of cancer. 
Tnere was one arug that the doctors thought ~ight save her. lt 
was a form of radium that a druggist i~ the same town haa recently 
discovered. The drug was expensive to make, but the druggist was 
charging ten times what the drug cost to make. He paid -~200 !or 
the radium and charged $2000 for a small dose of the drug. The 
sick woman's husband, Heinz, went to everyone he knew to borrow 
the money, but he could only g~t togethe~ about $1,000, which ls 
hal! of what it cost. He told the druggist that his wife was 
dying, and asked him to sell it cheaper or let hi~ pay later. But 
t~e druggist said, "No, 1 discovered the drug and I'm going to 
make mone~· from it." So Heinz got desperate anc began to think 
aoout breaking into the man's store to s.eal the cn.:g for his wife. 
Should Hein~ steal tne drug? (Check one) Should steal it 
l t,iPORTAriC i:.1 
Grea~ Muc~ Some little .J:!2-. 
Shoulc not steal it~~ 
Car.'t decide 
1. Whether a community's laws are going to be 
upheld. 
2. Isn't it only natural !or a lovinr nusoanti 
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to care so much 1or hiE wife that he'a steal? 
J, Is Heinz willinc to risk ~ettinF snot as a 
burr.la:- o:- r:iinr. •C" ,ic:.i: :! ::;:- t:ir . ::r.~~=c. 
that stealinb tne aru~ might nelp? 
4. Whether Heinz is a profescional wre~~:c~, c:-
has considerable influence witr. profe5sional 
wre!ltlers, 
5. Whether Hein: is stealing for himself or 
doint this solely to help someone else. 
6, Whether the drur,giet•s rights to hie invention 
n~v~ to u~ resµeci~u. 
IMPORTANCE, 
~ Much Some Little .1i£.... 
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HEINZ (Continued) 
7. Whether the essence or livine is more 
encompassi~ than the termination of dying, 
socially and individually. 
B. What values are going to be the basis for 
governing how people act towards each otner. 
9. Whether the druggist is going to be allowed 
to hide behind a worthless law which only 
protects the rich anyhow. 
10. Whether the law in this case is getting in 
the way of the most basic claim of any 
member of society. 
11. Whether the druggist deserves to be robbed 
for being so greedy and cruel. 
12. Would stealing in such a case bring about 
more total good for the whole society or 
not. 
Fro~ the list of questions above, select the four most important, 
fi',ost Important 
Second Most Important 
~hird Most Important 
Fourth Most Important 
ESCAPED PRISONER 
A man had beer. sentenced to orison for 10 years. After one year, 
~owever, he escaped froffi prison, move~ to a new nrea of the country, 
anc toor: o~. the name of !ho;nnson. Fo:- E. years he worked harri, a.nc 
gradually hE:: saveci enouE:t", money tc; b..:;; hi!; owr. bu::;ino::;::;. H€ was 
fai~ "to his customer5, ~ave hie employcas to~ wa;es, an~ gave mos~ 
of hif: owr. profii;i.: · i;,, c11c:1ri-;.y. ';nc,, vne uay, :;.r;;,. J011;,~, a! • .;le. 
neifhbor, recognized hir:. az tnc ma:: who na~ escapee.:. f~orr. prison e 
yearr. tJ£:f ore, an;; whorr ~:-ir- r:c;lic< :in :. t:!:!~: . ~:.i~!:.:..n.~ : a::-. 
Should Pt.r;;. Jonef' reno:-t Po·. '!'ho::msor: to t~c n(Jli~e ~r:c. ::av£ · him 
sent bacr; to prison?· (Cheer. one) · · 
~~culd repo~t r.im 
Car.• t decide 
IMPORTANCE, 
Great~ Some Little .2!£_ 
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PRISONER (Continued) 
1. Hasn 8 t Mr. Thompson been good enough for 
such a long time to prove he isn't a bad 
person? 
2. Everytime someone escapes punishment for a 
crime, doesn't that just encourage more 
crime? 
J. Wouldn't we be better off without prisons 
and the oppression of our legal systems? 
4. Has Mr. Thompson really paid his debt to 
society? 
5. Would society be failing what Mr. Thompson 
should fairly expect? 
6. What benefits would nrisons be anart from 
society, espe .~ially for a charitable man? 
7. How could anyone be so cruel and heartless 
as to send ~r. Thompson to prison? 
e. Would it be fair to all the prisoners who 
had to serve out their full sentences if 
~I. Thompson was let off? 
9. Was ~xs. Jones a good friend of ~x. Thompson? 
10. Wouldn't it be a citizen's duty to repo:;t 
an escaped criminal, regardless of the 
circumstances? 
11, How would the will of the people and the 
public good best be served? 
120 Would going to priso~ do any good for Kr. 
Thompsor. or protect anybody? 
f·ror.. tn= li:3-; o~ qu~z-;io:1c above, selc::t the fou:; most important, 
Mos,: lmportant 
Sccon~ ~osi: lmportnnt 
Tr.ire Most Important 
.rourtt, l'i,ost lmnor-cant 
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NEWSPAPER 
Fred, a senior in high school, wanted to publish a mimeographed 
newspaper for students so that he could express many of his opinions. 
He wanted to speak out against the war in Viet ~air. and to speak out 
against some of the school's . rules, like the rule forbidding boys to 
wea:- loni; hair. 
When Fred started his newspaper, he asked his principal for permission. 
The principal said it would be all right if before every publication 
Fred would turn in all his articles for the principal's approval. 
Pred agreed and turned in several articles for approval. The 
principal approved all of them and Fred published two issues of the 
paper in the next two weeks. 
But the principal had not expected that Fred's newspaper would 
receive so much attention. Students were so excited by the paper 
that t~ey began to organize protests against the hair regulation 
and other school rules. Angry parents objected to Fred's opinions. 
They phoned the principal telling him that the newspaper was 
unpat:-iotic and should not be published. As a result of the rising 
excitement, the principal ordered Fred to stop publishing. He gave 
as a reasor. that Fred's activities were disruptive to the operation 
of the schocl. 
Should the principal stop the newspaper? (Check one) 
~ ~ Some Little -1:!.Q_ 
Should stop it 
Should not stop it 
Can't decide 
1. Is the principal more responsible to 
students or to the parents? 
2. Did the principal give his word that the 
newspaper could be published for a long 
time, or die he just promise to a?prove 
tne newspape:- one issue at a time? 
J. would the students etart protesting ever. 
roor~ i! the p:-incipal stopped the newspaper? 
4. W~c~ th~ wel1are of the school is threatened, 
uoe~ the principal have the right to give 
o:-de:-s to stude~ts? 
5. Does the principal have the freedom of 
sµ~ech tc &ay •no• in this case? 
6. If the principal stopped the newspaper 
would he be preventinb full discussion of 
important problems? 
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NEWSPAPER (continued) 
IMPORTANCE: 
~ Much Some Little....!!.£.... 
7. Whether the principal's o~der 
would make Fred lose faith in the 
principal. 
8. Whether Fred was really loyal to · 
his school and patriotic to his 
country. 
9. What effect 
paper have 
education in 
judgments? 
would stopping the 
on th~ student's 
critical thinking and 
10. Whether Fred was in any way 
violating the rights of others in 
publishing his own opinions. 
11. Whether the principal should be 
influenced by some angry parents 
when it is the principal that 
knows best what is going on in the 
school. 
12. Whether Fred 
newspaper to 
discontent. 
was 
stir 
using the 
up hatred and 
From the list of questions above, select the four most important: 
Most Important 
Second Most Important 
Third Most Important 
Fourth Most Important 
JOHNSON'S COMl-!utll CATION ITI::t!S 
How often do you talk with your mother or father about the following (circle the appropriate number): 
Some-
Usually Often times Rarely Neve r 
------
1. Politics s 4 3 2 l 
2. Your feelings s 4 3 2 1 
3. Other people's feelings s 4 3 2 1 
4. One another's health s 4 3 2 1 
s. The meaning of life s 4 3 2 1 
6. Your interests and hobbies s 4 3 2 l 
7. His/her interests or hobbies s 4 3 2 l 
o. How often do you try to l 2 3 4 s 
avoid arguments with your 
parents by not saying what 
you think? 
Code No, 
Mother's /Father's Form 
Thank you for your willingness to participate in this research. 
On the following pages you will find a number of questions with 
spaces for you to check or circle your answers. There are no 
right or wrong answers in this questionnaire, so answer according 
to your own opinion, It is very important that all questions be 
answered, 
Some of the questions wil require your best thinking and concen-
tration. Therefore, please find a time and place to fill out the 
questionnaire that will be as distraction-free as possible, 
Upon completion of the questionnaire, place it in the white envelope 
provided and seal the envelope. Then place the white envelope 
in the pre-stamped envelope, but do not seal this until everyone 
has enclosed their white envelopes. It is important that your 
answers reflect your own opinions, Please avoid discussing ¥our 
answers with other family members until all three questionnaires 
are completed and sealed in the envelopes provided, PLEASE FILL 
OUT BOTH SIDES OF EACH PAGE, 
Now I need some information about you. 
Check the category below which would include your occupations 
1 . Higher executives of large concerns, proprietors of 
- large business, and major professionals (i,e,, 
lawyers, doctors, professors, trained clergymen) 
_2. 
_J. 
__ 4. 
_5, 
_6. 
__ 7, 
_8. 
Business managers, proprietors of medium-sized 
businesses, and lesser professionals, 
Administrative personnel, owners of small businesses 
(including large farm owners), and minor professionals. 
Clerical and sales workers, technicians and owners 
of little businesses including medium-sized farms, 
Skilled manual employees and small farmers, 
Machine operators and semiskilled workers, 
Unskilled workers. 
Other~----------------------------------------
Chee~ the category below that best indicates your educational levels 
_l. Graduate school training, 
_2, Standard college/university graduation, 
_J, Partial college training, 
_4. High school graduation, 
_5, Partial high school, 
_6, Junior high school, 
_7, Less than 7 years of school. 
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CllILD-REI\RHIG QUESTIONNAIRE 
Think back to the time when your son was five or six years old. 
If he did something you considered to be very wrong, how often 
did you do the following (check): Some-
1. ask him to talk it over with me. 
(IND)* 
2. hit or spank him. (PA)* 
3. tell him he ought to be ashamed 
of himself. (LW)* 
4. tell him that I'm hurt or 
disappointed. (LW) 
5. tell him that if he doesn't 
it right away, he won't be 
to have something or 
something he wants. (PA) 
stop 
able 
do 
6. tell him I'm angry or give him 
an angry look. (LW) 
7. tell him I don't like children 
who act like thut. (LW) 
' 
8. tell him I'll hit or spunk him 
if he does it again . (PA) 
9. show him I don't like it by not 
talking to him for a while. (Ui} 
10. tell him 
differently 
reuson why. 
he' 11 
and 
(HID) 
have to 
explain 
do 
the 
11. make him leuve the room or go to 
his room. (PA) 
12. remind him of how much we do for 
him or how hurcl we work. (LW) 
13. tell - him he must learn to 
control himself if he wants to 
get ulong with people. (IND) 
14. tell him that when he does thut 
I don't know if he cures ubout 
me. (LW) 
Often times Rarely Never 
Now 90 buck and put a! on the far right of the item that 
co~cs closest to whut you did most often. Put a 2 next to 
the item that you did second most often, and a 3 and 4 next 
to the items you did third and fourth most often. 
*IND=Induction P~=Power-assertion LW=Love-withdrawal 
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How think of a time when you wanted your son to do something for 
you right away. For example, imagine your son is in the other 
room watching television. You walk in and tell him what you want 
done ilnd ask him to do it right away . lie says he' 11 do it as 
soon as the program is over, in about half an hour. Below is a 
list of things some parents have said they do at such times. 
Please check how often you do each one, or something like it, in 
that type of situation. 
15. hit hi~. (Pl\) 
16. tell him he ought to be ashamed 
for being so selfish. (LW i 
17. tell him that I'm hurt or 
disappointed. (LW) 
18. tell him that if he doesn ' t de> 
it right away, he won't be able 
to have something or do 
something he wants. (PA) 
19. tell him I'm angry or give him 
an ,rngry look . (LW) 
20. tell him I woulJ do it myself 
but I'm tired or not fe e ling 
well. ( L\'J) 
21. tell him I' 11 hit him if he 
doesn't do it. (Pl\) 
22. show him I don't like it by not 
talking to him for a while. (LI~) 
23. tell him he'll have to miss the 
program and cxpl3in the reason 
why it must be done now. (HlD) 
24. go over and 
television set. 
turn 
(Pl\) 
off the 
25. remind him of how much we do for 
him or how hard we work. (LW) 
Some-
Often times Rarely Never 
Now go back and put a 1 in the blank on the far right of l 
the item that comes closest to what you do most often in 
that kind of situation. Put a 2 on the far right of the 
item that comes closest to what yo~ do second most often. 
Then put a 3 and 4 on the far right of the items you do 
third and fourth most-often.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
All children get angry at their parents sometimes. When your son 
talks back to you in an angry voice, shouts, etc., what do you 
do? Please check how often you do each of the following or 
something like it. 
26. hit him. (Pl\) 
27. make him leave the room. (PA) 
28. tell him that he ~ust learn to 
control his temper if he wants 
to get along with people. (IND) 
29. not let him have something or 
do something he likes. (PA) 
30. tell him I'm angry at him or 
give him an angry look. (LW) 
31. tell him that when he talks like 
that, I don't know if he cares 
about me. {UI) 
32. tell him I'll hit him 
doesn't stop it. (Pl\) if he 
33. show him I don't like it by not 
talking to him for a while. (LW) 
34. ask him how 
that after 
(LW) 
he can talk like 
all we do for him. 
35. tell him I don't like children 
who talk like that to their 
parents. (LW) 
36. tell him my feelings were hurt 
by what he said. (LW) 
37. ask him to quiet down so we can 
talk it over. (I~D) 
38. tell him I won't talk to him or 
do anything with him if that's 
how he's going to act. (UI) 
Some-
~ times Rarely Never 
Now put a on the far right of the ;tern you do most often 
in that situation. Put a 2, 3, and 4 on the far right of the 
items you do second, third; and fourth most often. 
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TRADITIONAL FAMILY IDEOLOGY SC~LE 
Please read each statement below, then circle the number to the 
right that shows how much you agree or disagree with that 
statement as follows: (6) strongly agree, (S) generally agree, 
(4) mildly agree, (3) mildly disagree, (2) generally disagree, 
(1) strongly disagree. 
39. Some equality in marriage is a good 
thing, but by and large the husband ought 
to have the main say in family matters. 
40. If children are told much -about sex they 
are likely to go too far in experimenting 
with it. 
41. Women who want to remove the word "obey" 
from the marriage service don't 
understand what it means to be a wife. 
42. The most important qualities of 
man are determination and 
ambition. 
a real 
driving 
43. A child should never be allowed to talk 
back to his parents, or else he will lose 
respect for them. 
44. A man should not be expected to have 
respect for a woman if they have sexual 
relations before they are married. 
45. It is somehow unnatural to place women in 
positions oE authority over men. 
46. The family is a 
divinely ordained. 
sacred institution, 
47. A woman whose children are at all messy 
or rowdy has failed in her duties as a 
mother. 
48. If a chilcl is unusual in any way, his 
parents should get him to be more like 
other children. 
49 There is hardly anything lower than a 
person who docs not feel a great love, 
gratitude, and respect for his parents. 
SP. The facts on crime and sexual immorality 
show that we will have to crack down 
harder on young people if we are going to 
save our moral standards. 
Agree 
6 5 4 
Disagree 
3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
G 5 4 3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
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CIIILD-RI:i\RING PRACTICES REPORT 
~ow, please read these statements and circle the number to the 
right of each that shows how much that statement tends to be 
true or untrue for you as forlows: (6) very true, (5) generally 
true, (4) somewhat true, (3) somewhat untrue, (2) gener.illy 
untrue, (1) very untrue. 
51. I don't think young children of different 
sexes should be .illowed to see e.ich other 
naked. (AC AH-R) * 
52. I try to keep my child away fro~ children 
or families who have different ideas or 
values from our own. (MB) 
53. I teach my child that one way or another, 
punishment will find him when he is bad. 
(I) 
54. I believe physical punishment to be the 
best way of discipline. (I\H-R) 
55. l put the wishes of my mate before the 
wishes of my child. (PC) 
56. I do not allow my child to get angry with 
me. (I\C) 
57. I I ~ci it difficult to punish my child. 
(PC-R MD) 
58. I expect my child to be grateful and 
appreciate all the advantages he has. 
(PC l) 
59. I believe that a child should be seen and 
not heard. (I\H-R) 
60. I think one has to let a child take many 
chances as he grows up and tries new 
thin9s. (PC-R) 
61. I think a child should be encoura9ed to 
clo things better than others. (AC) 
*PC Punative and Controlling Practices 
i\C Authoritarian Control of the Child 
True Untrue 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
Mn Maintenance of noundaries (Overprotection) 
I Intrusiveness (~mphasis on Responsibility) 
I\C Acceptance and Harmony 
-R Scoring is reversed on this item for this variable 
62. I let my child make many decisions for 
himself. (MO-R) 
63. I teach my child that he is responsible 
for what happens to him. (I) 
64. I usually take into account my 
preferences in making plans 
family. (AH) 
Child IS 
for the 
65. I try to keep my child from fighting. 
(PC I\H) 
66. I bel i eve that children should not have 
secrets from their parents. (AC) 
67. I do not blame my child for whatever 
happens if others ask for trouble. (MB) 
68. I believe it is unwise to let children 
play a lot by themselve ·s without 
supervision from adults. (I) 
69. I a~ easy-going and relaxed with my 
child. (All) 
70. I believe that scolding and criticism 
make my child improve. (PC) 
71. do not allow my child to question my 
decisions. (I\C) 
72. I like to have some time for myself, away 
from my child. (MD-R) 
73. I enjoy having a house full of children. 
(AH) 
74. I make sure I know where my child is and 
what he is doing. (PC AH) 
75. I don't think children should 
sexcal information before 
understand everything. (I\C) 
be given 
they can 
76. I think it is wrong to insist that young 
boys and girls have different kinds of 
toys and play different sorts of games. 
(I\C-R 1\1!) 
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True Untrue 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
6 5 3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 l 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
,JOIIN SO?>!' S COMMU!lICATI O~ ITEMS 
How often do you talk with your son about the following (cir.cle 
the appropriate number): 
Some-
Usuall:t Often ~ F:arel:t Never 
l. Politics 5 4 3 2 1 
2. Your feelings 5 4 3 2 l 
3. Other peopie's feelings 5 4 3 2 l 
4. One another's health 5 4 3 2 1 
5. The meaning of life 5 4 3 2 1 
6. Your interests and hobbies 5 4 3 2 1 
7. His/her interests or hobbies 5 4 3 2 l 
8. How often do you try to l 2 3 4 5 
avoid arguments with your 
son by not saying what you 
think? 
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